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CHAPTER I1

THE BEGINNING OF DISSENT WITHIN

THE MORMON KINGDOM

although in the 1840s american religion was characterized

by almost infinite variety with perhaps as many as 300 different

sects all claiming to represent christs true church most

american denominations could be classified as what robert baird

called evangelical protestant baird said that with the

exception of roman catholics unitarians and mormonscormonsMor mostmons

protestant churches in america believed in one true invisible

church of which all truly converted christians were a part baird

said that evangelicalsEvange believedlicals in the bible the whole bible

and nothing but the bible that they believed in the doctrine of

the trinity and that they accepted revivals as the work of god an

2
effective way to spread the gospel in america and abroad bairds

evangelical protestantism was the product of a compromise be-

tween various contending sects an attempt to provide justification

for multiplicity provided that the particular sects paid honor to

robert baird religion in america new york harper torch
books harper & row publishers 1970 ppap XIXXXVIXI

2

XXXVI
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the basic tenets of protestantism and the basic tenets of the

american way of life
from the start as baird perceived mormonism was differ-

ent to some degree it was a rebellion against the evangelical

consensus for the mormonscormons repudiated religious pluralism denying

the reality of an invisible church and insisting that all true

believers must be baptized into their church by priesthood holders

having proper authority the cormonsmormons believed in the bible but

added additional scripture including their book of mormon and their

book of commandments and maintained that the word of their prophet

joseph smith when inspired was the word of the lord at times

taking precedent over any written word rather than seeking

salvation by individual means through individual conversion the

mormonscormons sought it collectively through ordinances and priesthood

and through communal living that at times nearly repudiated
4american capitalism

in 1815 america had just experienced her second great

religious awakening with the mushrooming of new sects evangelical

protestantism now experienced religious pluralism the likes of

which america had never seen the sermons of protestant revivalistsreviva

called

lists
for personal decisions and personal commitment men were

seeking earnestly to find god the point of departure came in

bid

marvin S hill the role of christian primitivism in
the origin and development of the mormon kingdom 183018441830
phd

1844
dissertation university of chicago 1968 p 55

martin E marty protestantism chicago holt rinehart
and winston 1973 p 131
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the variety of the application of these doctrines the task of the

reformation had been to restore and reinstitute the primitive new

testament community in the form it held before the fall 6 like-

wise the birth of the evangelical movement was to restore and

reinstitute the primitive new testament community which had been

perverted by the protestant reformation

protestantism then developed relatively homogeneous views

of the importance of christian community and it invoked widely

accepted new testament sanctions for the course taken but in

the matter of organizing and governing the churches there was less
0

agreement the evangelicalsevange feltlicals the same they no less than

their ancestors revealed their hungers for community and displayed
9a variety of attempts to satisfy these hungers according to

robert baird there was an insistence upon a second spiritual birth

in the crisis situation of a revival which became characteristic

of evangelical groups this second spiritual birth reflected a

conviction derived from personal encounter with god again baird

said that the evangelical churches in addition to believing in

bidibid p 137

71bid7ibidbibid p 138

8ibld81bid

9 p 141

baird religion in america p xx

ibid p xix

7

118
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frompersonal 11
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ibid
10



painesvillegainesville telegraph 15 march 1831
p 102 as cited in marvin S hill the shaping of the mormon mind
in new england and new york

4

revivals and individual conversion believed in the bible the
12whole bible and nothing but the bible

that early mormonism was oriented toward the primitive

gospel has long been recognized and in fact was pointed out as

early as 1831 by alexander campbell the mormonscormons believed the

old churches were corrupt apostate and in need of a restoration

of the primitive faith and order mans free will was affirmed

while calvanisticcalvinisticCalvani determinationstic was rejected all shared a

millennialist perspective in the way they viewed the developing

events of the day

recent studies have shown us how anxiety ridden the american

people of the 1820s and 1830s were in an age of rapid economic and

social change the growth of cheap transportation industrialization

technological innovation changing social mobility and the coming

of mass politics altered social and political relationships which

made reappraisal of american society necessary As marvin hills
study points out there were many varieties of reform which were

reactionary in nature one of which was designed to establish con-

servative control during an era of rapid change

ibid p 268

alexander campbell the book of mormon reviewed and its
divine pretentious exposed

brigham young university studies
spring 1969 p 353

marvin S hill quest for refuge an hypothesis as to the
social origins and nature of the mormon political kingdom journal
of mormon history vol 2 provo utah 1975 p 4

ibid

13

14
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121bid
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15ibid
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hills study suggests that the mormon political kingdom was

joseph smiths answer to the disintegration of the rural socially

harmonious village community which had been dominated by religious

orientation and which several of the early mormon leaders had

enjoyed in new england 16 the evils they combated had supposedly

multiplied because community cohesiveness and family authority had

disintegrated at an alarming rate the early mormonscormons were fugi-

tives from social and political change they sought to establish

order and stability in their own lives by establishing their kingdom

of god as a refuge hill cites a great deal of evidence that many

of these converts to mormonism were considerably less than middle

class economically were religiously alienatedienated and had little formal

education they had common origins in trying to escape the old line

churches which they felt were babylon reincarnate the book of

mormon their new scripture denounced the kind of rapid social

change the hautinesshastinesshaut ofiness the nouveau riche which at least in part

contributed to the depressing plight of these new converts in

short americans must reject their worldliness accept the true
1 0

gospel of jesus christ or reap his vengeance

mormonism embodied the dreams and hopes of a people who

had not shared in the growing prosperity and secularization of the

ibid see footnote 6 for a list of these men

17bernard bailyn david brion davis david herbert donald
john L thomas richard H wiebe gordon S wood the great
republic A history of the american people lexington massachusetts
DD heath and company 1977 p 529

hill quest for refuge 1 p 14

17

al

18

161bid

pe

18hill
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early nineteenth century a people who had become increasingly

disinherited from their own cultural roots 19 the goal of the

millennialist dream of the mormonscormons was the creation of a seamless

society with one true church and one true doctrine in which allail
would share in spiritual and material wealth in an effort to

conform with an early revelation which had commanded them to be one

they rejected american political pluralism which they were con-

vinced could not possibly survive because of its inherent

corruptness it was to be replaced by the prophets organization

with polticalpoeticalpol powertical centered in mormon hands 20

the mormon movement began in new york in the late 1820s

among dissenters from the evangelical churches and many who be-

longed to no church but sought to find the one true church of
91christ its prophet joseph smith was the son of an itinerant

farmer and part time school teacher and barrel maker of the same

name who had left vermont in 1816 to settle in palmyra new york

having a large family and no professional training the elder

smith struggled to make ends meet meanwhile the family drifted

in and out of several churches never fully satisfied with the

offering of the old line churches lucy mack smith the prophets

mother was converted to presbyterianism at a revival but the

bailyn the great republic p 537

hill quest for refuge p 14 see footnote 68

21 james B alienallenailen and glen M leonard the story of the
latter day saints salt lake city utah deseret book company 1976
ppap 515251 see52 also hillifill quest for refuge 11 p 14

1119

whichall

21

19bailyn

20hill

whichallchali

19
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father and young joseph would not join joseph jr said that he

wanted to feel as others did at the revival but could not

seeking divine counsel he went to the woods and prayed vocally to

know what he should do and which if any church he should join 22

smith records that he experienced a remarkable vision A

personage appeared to him announcing himself as the lord and

telling him that he should join none of the existing churches that

they were all corrupt that he would be instrumental in restoring the

true church to the earth subsequent revelations informed him of

an ancient record buried in a hill near his home which was a history

of ancient america the religious writings of the ancestors of the

american indian which depicted the christian gospel in all its

joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints 7 vols salt lake city utah deseret book
company 1973 146 hereafter cited as history of the church
there are three manuscript texts of the first vision as it is
called by the cormonsmormonsMor howevermons there are four official accounts
for further and more precise knowledge of these accounts see dean C

jessee the early accounts of joseph smithssmithy first vision 11

brigham young university studies IX spring 1969 ppap 275294275
for

294
background into the circumstances surrounding smiths claim to

the first vision see richard lloyd anderson circumstantial
confirmation of the first vision through remininscences brigham
young university studies IX spring 1969 ppap 373404373 for404 a
full text of the 1831321831 manuscript32 history concerning joseph smith
see paul chessman an analysis of the accounts relating joseph
smiths early visions masters thesis brigham young
university 1965 another account of the first vision is given in
alexander neibaursNei journalbaurs under the date of 24 may 1844 which
confirms the 1838 account found in smiths history of the church
in reference to two personages appearing one the father the other
the son LDS church archives salt lake city utah by this time
joseph has in his theology given to the church that the trinity
is not one but three separate beings see the doctrine and covenants
of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city
utah the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1974 1157
p 209 hereafter cited as doctrine and covenants

22joseph

14 6

22
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simplicity and purity by 1830 smith had translated the golden

plates upon which this record was kept and published it as the

book of mormon 23

soon new converts were made and a religious movement under-

way in april of 1830 a church was organized and male members of

the church were ordained with a restored priesthood by which they

were empowered to preach and baptize new members the cormonsmormons

found that they had only limited success in new york where their

religion was viewed as a money making venture but when missionaries

reached kirtland ohio near lake erie they came upon a community

of dissident campbellitesCampbel wholites were experimenting with communitarcommunitary

ianismdanism the mormonscormons had already begun practicing a form of this

economic system and had received instructions by revelation that

they were to build a city of refuge the new jerusalem somewhere

in the west their millennialist preaching converted these

campbellitesCampbel andlites led ultimately to the conversion of one of the

main leaders of the campbellite movement sidney rigdon who had

only recently quarreled with campbell over the place of miracles

and property sharing in the true christian community rigdon was

moved powerfully by the message of the book of mormon and went to
0 A

new york to meet the mormon prophet

shortly afterward smith announced in a new revelation

that his people should flee new york and seek refuge in ohio

joseph smith history of the church 17176171

ibid

76

128

24

23joseph

241bid

23
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meanwhile other missionaries were sent to the western limits of

the united states a settlement in independence missouri to

preach to the indians who were thought to be descendants of israel

and ready for the christian message A revelation promised that

the new jerusalem zion would be established on this western

frontier in august of 1831 smith and rigdon dedicated the land

around independence for the general gathering of the saints and

laid a cornerstone for a temple to be built there in preparation
r

for the coming millennium smith and rigdon returned to kirtland

but left bishop edward partridge in charge in zion where he was

to purchase land for the gathering under divine imperative

partridge supervised a simple form of communitarianismunitarianismcomm 26

for the first year or so the mormonscormons got along well enough

with their neighbors but as the mormon numbers increased

through the gathering native missouriansMissour becameians apprehensive and

tensions mounted most of the mormonscormons were from new england

while many of the missouriansMissour wereians southerners squatters

on the public domain were chagrined when the cormonsmormons sought title
to the land at the federal land office while many mormonscormons affirmed

blatantly that this was the promised land and all of western

missouri would one day belong to them the natives feared that

the cormonsmormons might seek political influence and dominate local

ibicl 11882031188

brigham

203

H roberts A comprehensive history of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints 6 vols provo utah brigham
young university press 1965 1254 hereafter cited as
comprehensive history of the church

25

25ibid

26brigham

co rehensiveprehensive

26
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government missouriansMissour alsoians feared that the mormonscormons might prove

to be hostile toward slavery when the mormonscormons established a

printing press and published a newspaper some of their editorials

seemed to be menacing toward the peculiar institution in 1833

missouriansMissour resortedians to violence to destroy the press and drive

the mormonscormons out mormon refugees moved northward into clay county

and attempted a new settlement there 27

in ohio meanwhile the mormon population gradually

increased and church leaders also began to purchase land in the

surrounding area the mormonscormons tended to think of kirtland as a

temporary stopping place since they all ultimately expected to

settle in missouri nonetheless they soon established deep roots

in ohio by 1833 there may have been as many as 1200 saints in the

area sufficient that the mormonscormons were increasingly involved in

local politics identifying themselves with the democratic party

in that state about this time they commenced building a temple 2

when the mormon leaders in ohio learned of the violent

acts of the missouriansMissour atians independence they feared that their

hopes for a final place of refuge were threatened joseph smith

received a revelation that the young men of zion were to march to

missouri to redeem the promised land with power the governor of

the state pledged that he would support the mormon effort to reclaim

their land in independence but backed down when feeling in the

hill the role of christian primitivism p 175 joseph
smith history of the church 31 3

QO
joseph smith history of the church 13493541349 354

28

27hill

28joseph28
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state ran strongly against the cormonsmormonsMor reachingmons missouri the

prophet and his army of 200 men found they were greatly outnumbered

and that state officials would render no help zions camp as

it was called was dismantled but seeds of great discontent were

planted among the elders 29 smith tried to assuage this feeling

by calling new administrative officers seventies and twelve

apostles to direct the missionary program he vigorously promoted

the building of the temple and said that kirtland would become a

temporary stronghold of the saints until they could raise suffi-

cient number to return to missouri in force 30

at this point a group of dissenters emerged in kirtland

and missouri who threatened to split thetlletile cormonsmormons in two led by

former members of zions camp who said that smiths revelation that

zion would be redeemed had been unfulfilled that smith had

prophesied lies in the name of the lord and by some apostles

and others like oliver cowdery and david and john whitmer who had

been special witnesses of the book of mormon the dissenters

levied criticism at many developing tendencies within the church

during the kirtland era the church had undergone rapid expansion

and change with a growing degree of authority seeming to control

marvin S hill cultural crisis in the mormon kingdom
A reconsideration of the causes of kirtland dissent passim A

paper delivered at the twelfth annual meeting of the mormon history
association held at kirtland ohio april 1977

ibid p 4

ibid p 6

31

29marvin

301bid

31

29
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every aspect of the lives of his followers 32 it was here at

kirtland that the theocratic tendencies which had their roots in

new york began to manifest themselves the dissenters felt that

a result of this ever increasing control was that the prophet

and his church were becoming too worldly

oliver cowdery was typical of most of the dissenters in

his opposition to church control over economic matters in the

fall of 1836 the prophet had organized a bank seeking a charter

from the state to establish an institution at kirtland which he

hoped would transform landed assets into liquid capital he could

use to develop the city when the mormonscormons were unable to get a

charter from the state legislature they organized an anti banking

society a business firm with note issuing powers which they hoped

would be a suitable substitute for a bank that would accomplish

much the same ends smith said that if the saints would support

the new institution it would thrive and many saints took this as a

guarantee that god favored the bank and that they would prosper 33

few mormonscormons were willing to take the notes of the society

however and non mormonscormons universally opposed their circulation

when the bank failed cowdery and others heaped scorn upon the prophet

cowderyscowdery anger was multiplied when polygamy in its early stages

was initiated at kirtland and the prophet said it was the lords

will and he would do as he pleased cowdery fled kirtland and went

ibid p 5

ibid

32

33
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to missouri while other dissenters like joseph smithssmithes secretary

warren parrish headed the dissenters at kirtland these men

became open critics of mormon banking land speculation and

theocratic control some of them denied smiths prophetic calling

altogether and repudiated the book of mormon calling themselves

the old standard most of them adhered to the principles of the

book of mormon and bible but repudiated theocratic tendencies 34

law suits multiplied in kirtland initiated by dissenters and anti

mormonscormonsMor andmons smith and rigdon finally fled the city in january

1838 journeying to missouri where the saints had established

another gathering place at far west 35

the brief hiatus in clay county missouri had come to an

end when the friendly clay countiansCount hadians asked the mormonscormons to

leave mostly because of their increasing numbers through the

efforts of one of their attorneys who had aided them in their

jackson county difficulties alexander doniphan a bill was

sponsored in the state legislature which set aside daviess ray and

caldwell counties for mormon settlement a sanctuary as it were

this had become law in late 1836

after smiths arrival in march 1838 far west gained in

importance as it became the center of mormon influence by the end

of april smith gave a revelation which further enhanced far west

as the gathering site 3 this revelation provided for another

35joseph smith history of the church 31

doctrine and covenants 1157 p 209

36

35joseph

36doctrine36
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temple to be built at far west according to the pattern I1 will

show them 37

by the fall of 1838 there were over 3000 mormonscormons living

in far west this large population gave the mormonscormons political

control over caldwell county a situation which was bound to upset

the gentile inhabitants this painful lesson would yet be learned

when in illinois politics again led to the failure of their settle-
ment

internal dissentiondissectiondis againsention became a problem as several of

the most prominent men in the church began to speak out against

smith rigdon and church policies that they felt were less than the

lord demanded both rigdon and smith were determined not to

allow apostasy to gain a foothold in far west as it had in kirtland
70

they both felt the key to success was to drive out dissenters

because of rigdons speaking ability he became mormonismsmormonisnpsMormoni chiefsms

spokesman

by july dissentiondissectiondis hadsention reached epidemic proportions in

response to this rigdon delivered his famous salt sermonsermon11 which

left no doubt that the church intended to deal in severe terms with

those members who seemed to labor against the first presidency and

the kingdom the purging of suspected apostates was to be

371bid37ibldl 11514 p 209

TO
F mark mckiernan mormonism on the defensive far

west 183818391838 11ll1839 essays in mormon history lawrence kansas
coronado press 1973 p 125

ZQ
james H hunt A history of the mormon war with a prefix

embracing the rise progress and peculiarpecullar tenets of mormon

doctrine with an examination of the book of mormon also the

38

39

38f

39james
andpeculiar

E

11
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accomplished by the organization of what was in fact a secret

military society known as the danitesnitescanitesDa 40 the members swore to

stand by each other and their church leaders in any emergency to

support church leaders right or wrong and adhered to secret

signs and passwords by which they might identify each other

these they promised on pain of death never to divulge 41

the danitescanites at their greatest strength numbered about 300

and were led by dr sampson avard this small army was organized

into companies of fifties and tens with a captain for each company

to insure smooth operation 43 smith and rigdon according to one

contemporary attended a few meetings and sanctioned some of these
44activities

the danitescanites soon became an embarrassment to the church as

they failed to prevent apostasy or to stop the missouri mobs which

formed to demand that the church abandon far west after a brief

warfare between saint and gentile which led to depredations and some

deaths smith rigdon and several others were arrested and placed

trial of the prophet joe smith and his brother for high treason
murder etc with the motions of the counsel and decisions of the
court in each case together with an account of the attempted
assassination of governorexgovernorex boggs st louis printed by ustiekostiek
and davies comercorner main and olive streets 1844 ppap 164274164

40

274

juanita brooks john doyle lee zealotpioneerzealot builderpioneer
scapegoat glendale california the arthurharthur H narkdarkclark company 1973
p 32

ibid

mckiernan far west p 128

ibid

ibid

42

smith

3 2

411bid

42mckiernan42

431bid

441bid
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on trial for treason against the state of missouri none other than

dr avard testified against smith so that he might absolve himself

of any responsibility or blame for the danitescanites or the so called

mormon war which had torn apart the whole of western missouri

by 28 november lyman wight caleb baldwin hyrum smith

alexander mcrae sidney rigdon and joseph smith were sent to

liberty clay county to stand trial for murder and treason 45

most of the cormonsmormons were soon released from custody but smith and

rigdon were incarcerated in the jail at liberty without ever being

brought to trial
on 15 april 1839 the panic and hostility in the western

part of the state had subsided somewhat and many newspapers

expressed doubt that the mormonscormons were entirely at fault on

15 april 1839 smith and others were allowed to escape from their

captors when smith arrived in commerce illinois on april 22nd

the saints had already established a new gathering place they

had been welcomed and favorably treated by the citizens of quincy

on the upper mississippi river missouris treatment of the mormonscormons

was viewed as a disgrace yet it would only take the mormonscormons with

their collectivist social and political inclinations a few short

years to turn this friendly attitude into one of scorn and hatred

and precipitated a new crisis within the church and without

william mulder and A russell mortensen among the
mormonscormons lincoln university of nebraska press 1973 p 212

joseph smith history of the church 3320

ibid p 33273 32 7

46

47

45william

46joseph
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harassment and persecutions in missouri had its effect

upon the cormonsmormons and their leader and caused them to seek political
power more openly As americans the mormonscormons had strong ties to the

constitution which each believed was the result of divine

inspiration and to the ideal of freedom but they became increas-

ingly disenchantedenchanteddisenchanterdis with the existing political situation in the

nation when congress and the president refused to intervene in

missouri to reclaim their lands there and offer them protection

from mob violence

at nauvoo the mormonscormons through political influence secured

a state charter for their community which they believed gave them

considerable political and legal independence the prophet organized

a militia called the nauvoo legion which was designed to protect

the mormonscormons but which was feared by many non mormonscormons in the state

one of the major developments encouraged by the ever

increasing population of nauvoo was the growing political power

held by the mormonscormonsMormons by 1841 smith was attempting to court

political favors from local and state politicians and he was also

busy encouraging more and more mormonscormons throughout the world to

gather at nauvoo there to carry out the purposes of god

one of the men who rose to prominence in the period was

dr john C bennett quartermaster general of illinois who with

dallin H oaks and marvin S hill carthage conspiracy
the trial of the accused assassins of joseph smith chicago
university of illinois press 1975 p 11

joseph smith history of the church 4271

ibid 4270 bennett was born in massachusetts in 1804

he practiced as a physician in ohio and later in illinois holding

48
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so
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49joseph

5oibid
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political knowhowknow hadhow helped to get the nauvoo charter passed

by the state legislature

by I11 february 1841 bennett had been elected mayor of

nauvoo and held high office in the church itself 52 bennett was

soon to cause untold grief for joseph smith as he was charged with

adultery and retaliated publicly denouncing the mormonscormons for the

practice of polygamy bennett was excommunicated but the polygamy

issue and political differences soon divided the church and set the

saints at odds with themselves and their surrounding neighbors

although the prophet had informed a trusted few of his

followers about the doctrine of plural marriage before this time

the doctrine was not generally taught and in fact church leaders

publicly expressed or took exception to it privately committed to

the doctrine the prophet began to take on a few additional wives

and urged his wife emma to support him in this move emma

vacillated at times accepting the doctrine at others violently

a professorship in willoughby university ohio and taking with
him to illinois testimonials as to his professional skill in
illinois he showed a taste for military affairs and after being
elected brigadier general of the invincible dragoons he was
appointed quartermaster general of the state in 1840 and held that
position at the state capitol when the mormonscormons applied to the
legislature for a charter for nauvoo he was a talented man who

achieved prominence wherever he went he did however prove to be
a greater liability to the mormonscormons than an asset in spite of his
many efforts on their behalf see joseph smith history of the
church 4169 see kenneth godfrey causes of mormon nonmormonnon
conflict

mormon

in hancock county illinois 183918441859184418391859 phd1844 dissertation
brigham young university 1967 ppap 113114113

ibid

114

4169170

ibid 4287
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slibid
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53opposing it thinking that a formal revelation might clarify

the situation hyrum the prophets brother encouraged the prophet

to commit the concept of the principle to writing 54 shown the

revelation emma repudiated it and cast the manuscript into the

fire 55 A month later a copy of the revelation was read to the

high council by hyrum smith hoping to win their support 56 some

accepted the doctrine while others opposed and a new movement of

dissent began to take shape in nauvoo

internal problems were soon multiplied by outside opposi-

tion thomas sharp and the anti mormon party at warsaw and carthage

were outraged when the city council passed a law that allowed for

judicial review of any legal process initiated under processes

which seemed to the mormonscormons to be of a doubtful and persecuting

nature 5 the anti mormonscormons charged that the mormonscormons were above the

donna hill joseph smith the first mormon garden
city new york doubleday and company inc 1977 ppap 348349348

54

349

joseph smith history of the church 55005075500

journal

507

of discourses by president brigham young his
counselors and the twelve apostles reported by DW evans
george F gibbs and others and respectfully dedicated to the
latter day saints in all the word sic liverpool printed and
published by joseph F smith 42 islingtonlingtonillingtonIs london 1877 26

vols 17159 hereafter cited as journal of discourses

minutes of the high council of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints of nauvoo hancock county illinois
12 august 1843 p 14 leonard soby affidavit as reproduced in
DH bays the doctrinesoct andrines dogmas of mormonism examined and
refuted st louis christian publishing company 1897 ppap 378379378

5

379

robert bruce flanders nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi
urbana university of illinois press 1965 p 97 this charter

contained an unusual feature empowering the municipal court to
grant writs of habeas corpus in all cases arising under the or-
dinances of the city council I1 the court was in the future to
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53donna J

54joseph
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56minutes

D
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law that the prophet serving as mayor of the city since bennetts
excommunication and as head of the nauvoo legion as well as

political boss of the county due to the concentration of the

mormon vote in all county elections had become a political

dictator a man whose power was too great in a supposedly plural

isticcistic and democratic state editing an anti mormon newspaper the

warsaw signal sharp denounced the mormonscormons at every turn and

precipitated general alarm throughout the state at the growing

power of the mormonscormonsMor

moving

mons

in the direction of a thoroughly theocratic state

joseph smith organized the council of fifty a secret legislative

and executive branch of government that was to preside over civil
ro

and world government on the eve of the millennium dissatis-

fied with the course of state politics the council encouraged smith

to run for president in 1844 and the mormonscormons organized a national

issue such writs to free arrested persons in particular joseph
smith regardless of the jurisdiction under which they were arrested
the city council of nauvoo could and did define the jurisdiction
of the municipal court in any way it wished the council was limited
only by the provision that such definitions be not repugnant to
the constitution of the united states or of this statestate1stated nauvoo
charter section 8 springfield charter article V section 36
the frequent inability of county and state law enforcement officers
to arrest accused persons in nauvoo aroused the opposition of the
gentile citizens around the city also see kenneth godfrey
causes of mormon nonmormonnon conflictmormon in hancock county illinois
183918461859184618391859 phd1846 dissertation brigham young university 1967
ppap 437243 13315313372

ro

153

klaus J hansen the political kingdom of god and the
council of fifty in mormon historyRi queststory for empire lincoln
university of nebraska press 1975 passim
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political campaign which they hoped would give them some influence

in the 1844 presidential election 59

what friends the mormonscormons had in the democratic party in

illinois were alienated by this move and mormon involvement

in politics to this extent was opposed by the growing number of

dissenters who denounced the attempt to bring the kingdom of god

by political means may 1844 the dissenters who had been holding

secret meetings in nauvoo published a newspaper called the nauvoo

expositor which denounced the theocratic trends in mormonism

the dissenters led by william law a counselor in the church

presidency declared their opposition to polygamy to the council

of fifty and political mormonism and to certain new trends in
y

mormon doctrine including the idea of a plurality of gods

william marks the president of the nauvoo stake wrote

afterwards that when the doctrine of polygamy was introduced into

the church as a principle of exaltation I1 took a decided stand

against it marks said he also was a witness to the intro-

duction secretly of a kingly form of government in which joseph

suffered himself to be ordained a king to reign over the house of

israel forever which I1 could not conceive to be in accordance with

ibid p 59

nauvoo expositor vol 1 no 1 nauvoo illinois
friday 7 june 1844 p 2 there was only one issue published

before the nauvoo city council ordered the press destroyed

ibid passim

ibid p 2

zions harbinger and baneemysBane organemys vol 3 no 7

st louis 7 july 1853 p 53
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64
the laws of the church yet marks did not openly join the

dissenters at first remaining reluctant to break openly with the

prophet some of those who made open opposition were in addition

to william law members of the high council like austin cowles

and leonard soby robert foster and francis higbee and others 6

in the expositor these men said that manyimany of us have sought a

reformation in the church without a public exposition of the

enormities of the crimes practiced by its leaders thinking that

they would harken to counsel but our petitions were treated
7

with contempt 11

in their newspaper the dissenters said we do not believe

that god ever raised up a prophet to christianize the world by

0political schemes and intrigue they maintained that they still
believed in the primitive mormon faith that they were true to

those portions of mormonism which they considered to be of divine

origin they believed that the prophet had fallen from grace and

had violated the basic tenets of christianity as they knew it
many of these leading rebels became members of the

reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints with its

eventual headquarters in independence missouri their protest

ibid

ibld

p 1

ibidbid p 2
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received impetus after they attracted joseph smith 111IIIill the oldest

son of the mormon prophet to take the leadership of their move-

ment the direction joseph III111iliill led the church over which he presided

was a direction which repudiated the militancy and the theocratic

tendencies of his fathers church joseph 111IIIlii attempted to move

the reorganization toward a more acceptable middle ground where

his brand of mormonism could flourish without openly challenging

or threatening mainstream american values

theirair



CHAPTECHAPTER II11

A FAMILY AFFAIR

in the beginning mormonism had been a family affair

josephs dilemma in 1820 which led him to the experience of the

first vision was caused by the religious conflict within his

own family the answer he received he hoped would bring harmony to

his troubled family and with the publication of the book of mormon

money to relieve their financial difficulties some of the

witnesses to his early divine claims were members of his immediate

family further from the start all the male members held high

offices in the church after it was formally organized on 6 april

1830 the family from the beginning had expectations that they

would have a primary role of leadership in the church these

expectations caused lucy smith mother of the prophet william a

brother of the prophet and later joseph III111ili the oldest living

son of the prophet each to try to have a decisive influence upon

the choice of a successor to joseph smith after his death in

1844

70 interview with lorenzo saunders 11 EL kelley papers
12 november 1884 RLDS library archives box 1 fd 1884 november
and december p 5

interviewnterview71 of william B smith n by JW peterson 4 july
1890 RLDS library archives independence missouri
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the smiths were a large family and had suffered much due

to a number of failures in both business and agricultural

endeavors until about the year 1820 the family remained largely

aloof from organized religion although they were believers in jesus
72christ as the son of god under the tutelage of joseph smith sr

they studied the scriptures and held family prayer so that all
members would be well instructed in the rudiments of christianity

A heavy new england heritage steeped in the puritan ethic of thrift
industry faith in god and a belief that america was a land of

divine destiny provided what alienallenailen and leonard have called the

seeds of teachings that later became part of mormon doctrine 13

they indicate that more importantly than the rest the belief that

one day the restoration of the ancient order of things as depicted

in the new testament was to take place had a monumental effect
74

upon joseph smith and the future of the church

joseph smith jr s family was greatly affected by the

revivals and spiritual awakeningsawaken whichings manifested themselves

throughout new england and new york the area of western new york

state was so alive with constant revivalism during the first thirty

five years of the 19th century that it has been labeled the

burned over district individuals seemed to be in a constant

72alienallenailen and leonard the story of the latter day saints
p 21

73ibd
74 ibid

whitney R cross the burnedoverburned districtover the social
and intellectual history of enthusiasticofenthusiastic religion in western new
york 180018501800 ithaca1850 1950 ppap 3133153 1513

73
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state of agitation and indecision on the subject of religion due

to revivalism and sectarian conflict resulting from it 76

lucy mack smith mother of the prophet detailed in her

personal history the problems encountered within the family as each

member wrestled with the question which is the true church the

prophets mother had affiliated with several religious groups but

after constant frustration decided to stand aloof from the existing

churches as she felt they could not give her life and salvation

joseph sr father of the prophet had arrived at a similar conclu
70

sion many years before although earlier he had been a

universalist when lucy and some of her children joined the

presbyteriansPresbyte inrians palmyra joseph sr and jr would not it is

little wonder with all the sectarian distress within the family that

joseph smith jr was undecided on a personal commitment to any of

the churches of the day joseph however experienced in his youth

a time of serious reflection over the course his life was taking

ibid p 142 also see milton V bachman jr
awakenings in the burnedoverburned districtover new light on the

historical setting of the first vision 1 brigham young university
studies IX spring 1969 ppap 301320301 this320 article is in response
to charges that joseph smiths accounts of his first vision being
stimulated by the great religious excitement of the day were man-
ufactured by smith for the sake of a smooth narrative there can
be little question just as dr bachman concludes that joseph
smith gave a fairly reliable account of the religious controversies
which existed in his youth in the midst of the burnedoverburned districtover
at the time he launched his personal quest for religious truth

lucy mack smith history of joseph smith by his mother
ed preston nibley salt lake city utah bookcraft 1958
ppap 333633 43504336
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and in this reflective hour he believed himself woefully short of

the mark which would qualify him for salvation

donna hill one of josephs latest biographers 1977

points out that josephs distress was not at all unusual when con-

sidered in the context of his background and times 79 she says

that children of new england puritanism often were tormented by a

conviction of their own wickedness which led them to fear eternal

damnation like these children joseph experienced a period of

anxiety and doubt followed by one of relief and conversion 80

during this experience joseph one day went to a grove of trees on

his farm to seek his answer as to whether there was a god and if so

which of the many denominations was the true church 81

according to his own account joseph was encouraged to take

this action by a biblical passage

I1 was one day reading the epistle of james first chapter
and fifth verse which reads

if any of you lack wisdom let him ask of god that
giveth to all men liberally and upbraidethupbraid noteth and it shall
be given

never did any passage come with more power to the heart
of man than did this at this time to mine it was on
the morning of a beautiful clear day early in the spring of
eighteen hudnred and twenty after I1 had retired to the
place where I1 had previously designed to go having looked

79donna79 hillDonna joseph smith p 47

on
sandford fleming childrenChild andyontonyen puritanism the place

of children in the life and thought of new england churches
162018471620 new1847 haven yale university press 1933 as cited in
donna hill joseph smith p 47

oj81O

joseph
j

smith history of the church 14614 6

80sandford80



I1 saw a pillar of light
exactly over my head above the brightness of the sun which
descended gradually until it feel upon me

I1 was answered that I1 must join none of
them 82

some years later in 1827 smith received another heavenly

visitation in which he was told of an ancient record buried in a

hill near his home which it was his calling to translate smith

published this work in 1830 calling it the book of mormon the

main portion of the book of mormon recounted the history of refugees

from ancient jerusalem who in 600 BC were warned by the lord to

flee from the destruction that was about to fall on a wicked

generation of jews lehi a prophet not mentioned in the bible

was directed to a new promised land in america where his people

learned by revelation the true gospel of christ and awaited his

coming to earth A theocratic form of church government was

established where the church head was also the head of the civil

state the book of mormon revealed the true forms of christian

see footnote 22 above also doctrine and covenants
130222313022 p23 238
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around me and finding myself alone I1 kneeled down and began
to offer up the desires of my heart to god I1 had scarcely
done so when immediately I1 was seized upon by some power
which entirely overcame me and had such astonishing influence
over me as to bind my tongue so I1 could not speak thick
darkness gathered around me and it seemed to me for a time as
if I1 were doomed to sudden destruction but exerting all my
powers to call upon god to deliver me out of the power of this
enemy which had seized upon me

when the
light rested upon me I1 saw two personages whose brightness
and glory defy all description standing above me in the air
one of them spake unto me calling me by name and said
pointing to the other

is is my beloved son hear him

my object in going to inquire of the lord was to know
which to join

this

82see
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baptism the proper name for christs church and prayers to be

used in the sacrament of the lords supper

the book of mormon revealed that america was a promised

land and the american indian part of the house of israel

not long after christ came the people fell into unbelief and

apostasy so that soon their civilization deteriorated and was

destroyed the scripture promised that a new prophet named joseph

would be raised up in america to lead the people back to christianity

while there was much in the book of mormon which american

protestants might readily have accepted they rejected the idea

of new revelation believing that the bible was sufficient unto

itself mormon doctrine of a new revelation and a new priesthood

and that only mormonscormons had authority to administer christian

ordinances ran counter to prevailing protestant thinking and

contributed to a rising opposition to mormonism by the end of 1830

the cormonsmormons suffered violent persecution and were told in a

revelation that they should flee to ohio

their new gathering place was to be at kirtland although

certain missionaries had already been sent to the borders of the

lamanitesLama innites missouri to search out a permanent gathering place

for the whole church the mormon sojourn in kirtland was encouraged

by the fact that sidney rigdon and some other dissenters from the

campbellitesCampbel werelites converted there within a short time the size

of the church was more than doubled

9
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one of smiths first major steps was to establish himself

as the sole recipient of revelations for the church 83 after this
he was quick to call his father and his brothers into leadership

positions his father was ordained patriarch and president of the

high priesthood on 18 december 1833 a member of the first high

council organized 17 february 1834 84 and assistant president in

the first presidency on 6 december 1834 JS josephs older

brother hyrum also held high offices being called to be a member

of the kirtland high council 24 september 1834 86 and on the 3rdard

of september 1837 to be an assistant counselor to the first
07presidency of the church

when the church moved to far west hyrum was sustained a

counselor to the president of the church replacing frederick G

00
williams who had been excommunicated 7 november 1837 hyrum

was imprisoned with joseph in the liberty jail until they finally
OQ

escaped together in early 1839 in nauvoo he was named a prophet

0 z

doctrine and covenants 4334433
84

4

joseph smith history of the church 4190 see also
D michael quinn the evolution of the presiding quorums of the
LDS church journal of mormon history 1I 1974 p 26

oc
quinn presiding quorumsQu 11orums p 26

joseph smith history of the church 2165
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ibid 2522

ibid 3320334
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90and revelator and following the death of his father was called

to be patriarch to the entire church

As josephs political kingdom developed so did hyrums

role in it he was elected to the city council in nauvoosnauvoolsNauvoo first
92election of municipal officers shortly thereafter he was

elected vice mayor in the same election that saw joseph become

93mayor of nauvoo when joseph formed the council of fifty in

march of 1844 hyrum was among those chosen

samuel harrison smith was a younger brother of the prophet

was the third person baptized in this last dispensation 95 and

an active missionary all his lifetime he had suffered the

depredations of the saints in missouri and was driven out of the

state with the rest of the smith family samuel purchased a farm

near nauvoo and pursued his vocation interrupting his farming in

april of 1841 only to serve a mission for the church the day his

brothers were murdered a mob also pursued him in his escape

attempt he suffered injuries which caused his untimely death on

ibid 4286

ibid 4229

ibid 4287

ibrcl 512
QA

hansen quest for empire p 223

QC
lucy mack smith history of joseph smith p 337

96 ibid p 338
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30 july 1844 only one month after joseph and hyrum had been shot

in the carthage jail 97

the career of josephs younger brother williamiswilliamesWilli worthyamis

of a book on his own behalf he joined the church and was ordained
98a high priest in 1833 at age twenty two he had been a member of

zions camp and upon the return to kirtland william figured

prominantlyprominentlypromin inantly the power structure of the church william was

ordained one of the twelve apostles in kirtland 15 february 1835

and immediately served a mission to the eastern states following
99

his ordination william was a large man physically as were all

the smith brothers but had a violent temper he could not control

possessing a certain stubbornessstubbornnessstub williamborness very often went against

the wishes of his prophet brother which caused a great deal of

friction within the family because of williams waywardness he

was suspended from the church while in missouri and only the

interventions of his brothers joseph and hyrum prevented his

excommunication

after settling near nauvoo where he ran a tavern william

was elected to the illinois house of representatives in the winter
1 02of 184218431842 he1843 labored with considerable vigor in defending

97 ibid p 341

ibid p 342

ibid

ibid
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the nauvoo charter from the anti mormon legislators who would have

rescinded it because they felt the mormonscormons were abusing it 103

also during this time william had become involved with john C

bennett during the spiritual wife controversy however no formal

action was ever taken against him

after the death of his brothers william remained in the

east where he had been serving a mission on the 4thath of may 1845

william and his family returned to nauvoo at a meeting of the

twelve held 5 may 1845 at the home of brigham young william

expressed his satisfaction with the organization of the church 106

william on 24 may 1845 was ordained patriarch to the church an

ordination which precipitated conflict between himself and brigham

young

william based his claim to preeminence among church leaders

on joseph smiths statement on 27 may 1843 that the patriarchal
i no

office is the highest office in the church 11 As
108

michael quinn

103 ibid
104testimony of catherine fuller warren before the nauvoo

high council 25 may 1842 there are five documents with the
assignation testimony of catherine fuller or testimony of
catherine warren in this file the one dated 25 may 1842 names
Williawilliam smith twice as being involved with john C bennett in his
numerous seductions which included the widow fuller see nauvoo
miscellaneous papers LDS church archives msd2375 box 8

folder nauvoo np

joseph smith history of the church 7405

106ibid 7406
107 ibid 7418

D michael quinn the mormon succession crisis of 1844 11

brigham young university studies XVI winter 1976 ppap 201202201 202

104
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illiliiii ibid
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has pointed out however what joseph meant and what he said were

109two entirely different things

determining what joseph meant by his description of this
office as the highest in the church is problematical
because the documents and history of the LDS church from 18331853
to 1844 unquestionably refute the concept that the presiding
patriarchs office was superior in authority either to the
president of the church or to the quorum of the twelve the
presiding patriarch directed the administration of prophetic
blessings in the church and presided over regional patriarchs
who performed that task patriarchs joseph smith sr and
hyrum smith had acted as subordinates to joseph smith jr 110HOiloiio

when william was ordained to that office on 24 may 1845 he said

that as the successor to patriarch hyrum smith he had a right to

preside over the whole church as hyrum would have done had he

lived yet williams claim to the succession rights seems to

have been an afterthought since william had written to brigham

young nearly a year before that he acknowledged the rights of the

twelve

will the brethren remember me & my claims in the smith
family I1 do not mean asteas ate succession as a prophet in joseph
place for no man on earth cal feill his place he is our
prophet seear revealterrev priestealter & king in time and eternity
& hence the 12 come next to him on earth or in heaven
concequentlyconsequently they must act in joseph place on earth as
presiding officers & soverngovern

1
theovern church in all things temporkempor

ally sf spiritually 12

ibid p 203

ibid p 202

lllibld
112william112 smithWilliam to brigham young 27 august 1844

brigham young papers LDS SChurchchurch archives as cited by quinn
he mornionmormon succession crisis of 1844 11 p 202
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when william made his claim as rightful president of the

church he was supported by his mother lucy smith who related

three visions which she experienced confirming it H

because of his continuing criticism of the twelve and the

advancement of his other claims he was finally suspended from the

office of patriarch on 6 october 1845 and was excommunicated

19 october 1845 after he had published a pamphlet designed to dis-

credit the twelve and undermining the authority of brigham

young 114

following his excommunication william negotiated with emma

smith to advance the claims of joseph 111IIIlii provided he himself

could be named the church guardian emma agreed to this after

her attempts to support the claims of sidney rigdon and william

marks failed to gain wide acceptance later emma had second

iibid1131bidbibid1131bid p 203

iibid1141bidbibid1141 bid p 204

william smith to emma smith 21 november 1845 william
smith papers LDS church archives

sidney rigdon was the sole surviving member of the first
president since joseph was dead and william law had been excommu-
nicated emma at first supported rigdons claim that he should be
president of the church by virtue of his position he claimed that
he had received a vision which instructed him to be guardian of
the church for the purpose of building up the church to joseph
it seems here that rigdon was being less than honest with his
listeners for upon his return to pittsburgh in 1845 rigdon pub-
lished this comment about joseph and his involvement with plural
marriage if joseph sinned which he did the lord has cut him off
from his stewardship he contracted a whoring spirit and that
the lord smote him for this thing messenger and advocate I1

pittsburgh january 1845p 75
william marks who as presidentpr ofeident the high council had at

first accepted plural marriage in spite of his later denials re-
nounced the doctrine some time between 12 august 1843 and I11 january

113
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116sidney
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1111swilliamSWilliam
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thoughts about the reliability of william smith and finally

withdrew her support from him

shortly after emma withdrew her support william contacted
118the strang group which was located in wisconsin he soon be-

came a leader in that faction but in 1847 was excommunicated for
119adultery after this he formed his own church in northern

1844 having come down firmly on the negative side of the issue
marks became very close to emma smith who was experiencing great
difficulty in accepting the doctrine and her husbands other wives
after the death of smith emma and william marks decided together
to write sidney rigdon in pittsburgh and urge him to come to nauvoo
immediately several letters were written messenger and advocate I1

15 february 1845 p 114 and rigdon came to nauvoo marks met
rigdon on the dock and told him that god had revealed to him marks
that he rigdon was to lead the church marks knew that rigdon
like himself considered that smith had been a fallenafallenfailenafaleen prophet and
thats why god had removed him 11 there can be little question
that rigdons claims did have the support of emma smith for she
feared the twelve apostles and brigham young as they would surely
continue the plurality of wives and other doctrines she could not
reconcile in her own religious experience

rigdons bid for power was firmly rejected by the church
on 8 august 1844 on 7 april 1845 brigham young was unanimously
voted upon and sustained as president of the church emma was not
to endorse william marks as the proper successor to her husband
see journal of james M monroe 24 april 1845 yale university
marks was at this time living in fulton city illinois emma cited
the 1835 revelation to argue that marks as president of the stake
and the high council should have succeeded her husband as the
rightful leader of the church

1william117williamawilliam117 smithWilliam to emma smith 21 november 1845 LDS

church archives

1williamawilliam smith proposition to the agents of the twelve 1

strangitesStrang mayites 1846 RLDS library archives

quinn the mormon succession crisis of 1844 11 p 204

117

118wil liamilam
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illinois complete with plural marriage but this too failed 120

william was far too open in his practice of plural wives which was

seen as little more than a coverup for promiscuity 121 these pro-

blems coupled with his heavy drinking led to the demise of his

group 2

despite his protests against the twelve and brigham young

in particular william wrote two letters to apostle ordon hyde

in june 1847 in which he pled to be rebaptizedbaptizedrebaptizerre and restored to
i 17

his former calling as an apostle several years later he tried

again to be reinstated writing directly to brigham young and asking

to be ordainedreordainedre an apostle and to have the smith family be given

the honor and status he believed they deserved like the other

requests these remained unanswered which prompted william to
1 9 C

write brigham in 1856 telling him he could go to hell four

years later in 1860 william a man of contradictions and surprises

1 QQjoseph smith 111IIIlii joseph smith 111IIIlii and the restoration
ed by his daughter mary audentia smith anderson and condensed by
his granddaughter bertha audentia anderson hulmes independence
missouri herald house 1953 p 279 hereafter cited as memoirs

121 joseph smith III111ili to mr joseph davis 13 october 1899
LDS church archives

122 interview with lorenzo saunders p 13 saunders
claimed that all the smiths used alcoholic beverages

12 123williamwilliam smith to or son hyde 2 june 1847 also 22 june
1847 william smith papers LDS church archives

124quinntquinndquinn124 theQuinn mormon succession crisis of 1844 11 p 205
also E cecil mcgavin what you have always wanted to know about
the reorganized church an unpublished manuscript BYU library
27 december 1972 p 243

12squinntquinnSQuinndquinn12 the mormon succession crisis of 1844 11 p 205
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williamallm
ppap 205206205 joseph206 111IIIililii in the year 1856 was

visited by two missionaries from the reorganized church these two
gentlemen EC briggs and samuel H gurley came to present the
leadership of the reorganized church to joseph 111IIIlii among several
items presented were several documents concerning william smiths
activities in his short lived church organizations and his experi-
ments with plurality of wives it caused william great distress
when he learned that joseph 111IIIlii would not relinquish these items
upon request and caused william for several years to remain apart
from the reorganization see joseph III111ili memoirs p 280

joseph 111IIIlii to william smith 1 october 1876 joseph
smith III111ili letterbookLetter VIIbook p 305 joseph 111IIIlii to william smith
12 january 1878 joseph smith 111IIIililii letterbookLetter I1book ppap 275279275 both279
letterbooksletter arebooks located in the RLDS

38

was baptized into the utah church by JJ butler in hopes of

regaining his former apostalicapostolicapo officestalic and prestige

since william soon learned that brigham was not willing

to restore him to any high position of power or authority he

decided to write to joseph smith 111IIIili to see what his nephew might
i tyoffer him in a series of letters over a number of years

joseph III111ili replied that he not william was the leader of the

church and would make all necessary appointments however he would
1 0

consider his uncles merits after an extended meeting in pianoplano

illinois onoi 8 april 1878 they reached a compromise satisfactory
129to both parties william was received upon his original baptism

on 9 april 1878 and was acknowledged as a high priest the following

1261bid126rbld1261bid and llm smith to orson hyde june 2 1847
and june 22 1847

i 07

there are at
present no letterbooksletter ofbooks joseph 111IIIlii before the year 1876 when
asked about the possible location of any earlier letterbooksletter andbooks
other earlier correspondence of joseph 111IIIlil grant mcmurray of the
RLDS history commission stated that in all probability these
earlier items were destroyed in the herald house fire which occurred
in lamoni iowa on 5 january 1907

joseph 111IIIlii memoirs ppap 278282278 282

126
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1271bid
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130day the only calling or office he was ever to receive from the

reorganization william remained associated with this church

until his death in 1894 131

josephs youngest brother don carlos was ordained to the

priesthood when he was only fourteen years of age he was a

printer by trade having received his training from oliver cowdery
1 77

while in kirtland ohio in the year 1833 on 15 january 1836

don carlos was ordained president of the high priests quorum at

the tender age of nineteen in kirtland he was in charge of

the press which published the elders journal while his bro-

thers were in jail in liberty missouri don carlos visited them

several times and took charge of his fathers family when they made

the exodus from missouri to illinois after his arrival in

nauvoo he took over the editorial duties of the times and seasons

and edited thirty one numbers don carlos was a lieutenant

colonel in the hancock county militia a brigadier general in the

the history of the reorganized church of jesus christ of
latter day saints the board of publication reorganized church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 8 vols independence missouri
herald house 1973 4212 hereafter cited as history of the
reorganized church

131 ibid 5225
1 k9joseph smith history of the church 4393
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nauvoo legion and was also elected to the city council of
1 8nauvoo don carlos died prematurely at age twentyfivetwenty onfive

7 august 1841 leaving a wife and three daughters his untimely

death eliminated him from any subsequent role in the succession
139controversy

with but one of her sons still living in 1844 at the time

of the succession crisis and that one of questionable leadership

ability lucy smith the prophets mother seems initially to have

lent her support to the twelve apostles as heir to the prophets

mantle at a meeting held at bishop hales home 23 january 1845

lucy spoke to a small gathering of church leaders about the trials
of her family and exortedexertedexor theted brethren and sisters to bring up

140
their children in the way they should go 11

six months later however when the church held a day of
141fasting and prayer in remembrance of the martyrdom lucy said

she had three visions which supported the succession claims of
142william one of her visions said

thy son william president over all the church
they cannot take his apostleship away from him the
presidency of the church belongs to william he being the

ibidbid
ibidbid
ibid 7375

ibid 7432

u2qinn the mormon succession crisis of 1844 11 p 203
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last of the heads of the church according to the
lineage the burden of the church rests upon william 11143

the next day brigham young sent williams uncle john smith and

his cousin george albert smith to investigate these visions and

to report on williams bitter spirit his uncle reasoned

with him explaining the position of the twelve and the error of

williams claims from their viewpoint while they had little
success with william they experienced some success with mother

smith two days afterward brigham young accompanied by

bishops miller and whitney visited mother smith who expressed

her satisfaction with the twelve and their efforts

on 3 august 1845 the church trustees purchased two lots in

nauvoo from emma smith for 550 and immediately took mother smith

out in a new carriage purchased for her use so she might choose

which lot she would prefer having done so the trustees

deeded her the lot and gave her to understand that she was to

enjoy the use of the carriage until her death 148

two days after william was dropped as patriarch of the

church and as a member of the twelve apostles 8 october 1845

mother smith was in attendance at the semiannualsemi conferenceannual of

143mcgavintmcgavin143 pMcGavin 199

144joseph smith history of the church 7433

ibid

ibid
147 ibid 7434
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the church and asked to address the congregation at this time

she seemed to be in harmony with brigham young and the twelve

I1 feel as though god was vexing this nation a little
here and there and I1 feel that the lord will let brother
brigham take the people away here in this city lay my

dead my husband and children and if so be the rest of my

children go with you and I1 would to god they all may go
they willwilwiil not go without me and if I1 go I1 want my bones
brought back in case I1 die away and deposited with my husband
and children 150

at this time lucy mack smith received an offer from the

twelve for the copyright of her history which she had compiled

with her amaneunsis martha jane coray the twelve made further

efforts to take care of the old lady who was aware of their concern

for she wrote a letter to bishop whitney on 12 november 1845 which

reveals both her attitude and the attitude of the brethren her

letter and an acknowledgementknowledgementac read as follows

beloved brother

you have had the kindness to urge me to make known my

wants more than once as you wished me to have all that I1
needed as to temporal comforts now for this I1 do esteem
you a most dutiful and affectionate son and with this
feeling I1 apply to you in perfect confidence at this time
that you may if you can conveniently do so furnish me with
about three dollars or in the neighborhood of that sum as I1
am in need of this timely help

affectionately
lucy smith
mother in israel

152sent 5 by JC kingsbury the evening I1 received this order

ibid 7470

bibidtibid 51 7471

ibid 7519
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it is obvious the church was at least taking care of her minor wants

and needs 153

lucy remained active in the church as evidenced by her

attendance at the temple for her endowments on 10 december 1845

along with the other smith widows that is except for emma

who by this time had totally withdrawn along with her children

lucy even went through a temple session with mercy R thompson

a plural wife of hyrum smith though she might not have realized

the relationship of mercy to hyrum at the time

in the spring of 1846 lucy smith was given by the trustees

of the church the house and lot of joseph B noble who had only

lived there a short while before the exodus westward the

property was valued at 1200 and she took possession of it immed-

iately she was at that time allowing her son william to live

with her which caused some discontent among the twelve who were

giving lucy 200 per year for her support it seemed to orson

hyde agent for the twelve that william smith was simply taking
159advantage of a good thing
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after william her son was excommunicated lucy seems to

have had second thoughts about going west and did not go with

the main body of the mormonscormons in 1846 after the exodus brigham

young wrote lucy expressing his concern for her well being and

offered her the opportunity to come west but to no avail

another of the smiths to have some say in the matter of

church leadership was emma smith the wife of the prophet emma

was among the dissenters from the day brigham young returned to

nauvoo in the fall of 1844 following her husbands murder emma

may have feared that if brigham was successfully sustained as

president of the church she would from that point on serve a minor

roleroie in church affairs since she would no longer be the wife of

the prophet

immediately following the death of her husband emma and

william marks president of the nauvoo stake and the nauvoo high

council became very close marks had fallen out of favor with

the prophet when he marks had rejected the principle of plural

marriage sometime between 12 august 1843 and the end of that year

their common dislike for plural marriage prompted marks to write

sidney rigdon in pittsburgh immediately after the death of the

prophet urging him to come to nauvoo to claim the leadership of

the church before brigham young did so marks feared the continu-

ance of plural marriage and other principles and doctrines

brigham young to lucy mack smith 4 april 1847 journal
history 4 april 1847

160
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neither emma marks nor rigdon could accept 161 it seems likely

considering marks very close relationship with emma that
emma gave some support to the plan of bringing rigdon to nauvoo

in an attempt to thwart the ascension of brigham young and the

twelve to the position of leaders of the church

rigdon on the day of his arrival in nauvoo 3 august 1844

accompanied by william marks had been actively engaged in

enlisting support for his cause rigdon had promised marks that

he would be made head patriarch over the whole church 11162

available documents do not reveal emmas specific role in rigdons

quest for power but shortly after the failure of rigdons quest

emma switched her allegiance briefly to william smith and then to

marks himself before she completely withdrew from the church

marks moved to fulton city illinois in 1846 and emma took her

family and went with him for a time until her return to nauvoo in

february 1847 163

when marks became a follower of james J strang in 1846

and a powerful leader in that organization emma did not make a

similar move because she had by that time resigned herself to the

fact that her position as elect lady seemed to be forever gonegonelgoney

and she resolved from that time on to remain aloof from all factions

of mormonism

messenger and advocate I1 pittsburgh 15 february 1847
p 114

minutes of the high council of the church of jesus
christ of nauvoo illinois 30 november 1844 p 8

ijosephljosephajoseph III111ili memoirs ppap 91 92

162
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after emma returned to nauvoo she was thoroughly dis

enchanted with mormonism and entertained grave doubts that her

children would ever receive the proper status within the mormon

church she felt they deserved by late 1846 she refused to let

her son joseph III111ili have anything to do with mormonism 165 her

dissatisfaction and disillusionment reached its peak when she

married lewis crum bidamon in a methodist ceremony on 27 december

1847 and in january 1848 applied for membership in the methodist

episcopal church

As pointed out by robert flanders in his masters thesis

emma did not teach her children mormon doctrine

while it seems evident that emma taught her children
christian principles and virtues she never talked much to
them of the old church and its affairs there is no
indication that she prejudiced them in any way although

164
quinn the mormon succession crisis of 1844 ff11 p 230

also a conversation between emma bidamon and joseph edward taylor
in 1876 as reported by andrew jensen LDS biographical encyclopedia
vol I1 originally published by andrew jensen history co 1901
exact photo reproduction in 1971 by western epicoedico 254 S main
salt lake city utah 84101 p 286

quinn the mormon succession crisis of 1844 11 p 230

joseph 111IIIlii memoirs p 95

quinn the mormon succession crisis of 1844 11 p 230
in the autumn of 1849 dr john M bernhiselBem visitedhisel nauvoo and
in a letter to the twelve in utah he commented on the rumor that
emma had joined the methodist church saying emphatically she
has not united with the methodist church n see journal history IT

10 september 1849
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she did maintain in them respect for their father the
ignorance later shown by joseph and alexander about church
history evidenced that their mother had been for the most
part silent on the subject 168

she had fallen in love with major bidamon and his general disregard

for religion may have influenced her to some degree

although emma as the wife of their prophet father had

an intimate knowledge of mormonismsMormoni mostsms controversial points

with regard to the political kingdom plural marriage temple

ordinances and many other aspects she chose to keep to herself

rather than impart that knowledge to her children thus when

joseph III111ili finally assumed leadership of one of the factions of

mormonism he confessed his lack of understanding of much of mormon

doctrinedoctrin due to his mothers decided stand against it
meanwhile although the members of the smith family listed

above all had prominent roles to play in the early mormon church

none could make undeniable claim to the mantle of the prophet

yet there was a strong feeling within the smith family and

especially with lucy mack smith and perhaps emma that lineage

ought to have its due in the selection of the church leader

seeing possibly a last chance for the continuance of the royal

family disintegrating with the erratic behavior of her son william

lucy smith remembered in the summer of 1845 a blessing her husband

robert bruce flanders the mormonscormons who did not go west
A study of the emergence of the reorganized church of jesus christ
of latter day saints austersoustersOu thesisstersmasters university of wisconsin
1954 p 11

169alma blair moderate mormonism essays in mormon

history p 218 also flanders the mormonscormons who did not go west

doctrinedue 169

168

edue
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had given joseph III111ili while they yet resided in kirtland lucy

dictated the blessing to her amanuensis martha jane coray as

follows

I1 lay my hands upon your head to bless you your
name is after the name of your father you are joseph the
third you shall live long upon the earth and after
you are grown up you shall wisdom knowledge and understanding
and shall search into the mysteries of the kingdom of god
your heart shall be open to all men and your hand shall be
open to relieve the wants of the poor you shall be admired
by allali who shall behold you you shall be an honor to your
father and mother and a comfort to your mother you shallshalshalishailshai be
a help to your brothers and you shall have power to carry out
all that your father shall leave undone when you become of
age and you shall have power to wield the sword of laban 1

joseph 111IIIlii was too young in 1845 to reap the benefits of

his grandmothers recollection but in time the claims of the

royal family would rest upon his shoulders and others would lend

their support to the idea of lineal dissent in the presidency of

the church

blessing of joseph smith III111ili by joseph smith sr
as remembered by lucy smith summer of 1845 LDS church archives
salt lake city utah

1

170
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CHAPTER III111ili

JOSEPH SMITH illsIIIsliisills EARLY LIFE

joseph smith III111ili was bornbom in the northwest corner of the

second story of the newelnewell 1 K whitney store in kirtland ohio on

6 november 1832 he was the first child of joseph and emma to

survive to adulthood along with three brothers and an adopted

sister very little is known about the childhood of this man who

became the prophet leader of the reorganized church for over fifty

four years for the details of his early life are sketchy

joseph III111ili loved his father but understood very little about him

or his teachings As a result the children learned their knowledge

of mormonismofmormonism from its canonized scriptures and were deprived of
172any knowledge of more esoteric principles joseph 111IIIlii after

his acceptance of the presidency of the reorganized church

sought to uphold the good name of his father and to give the term

mormonism respectability by molding his brand of the movement to

mainstream american values this became his raison dad1 etre

aymondraymond T baily emma hale wife of the prophet
joseph smith mastersmaster thesis BYU 1952 p 31 also joseph
smith 111IIIlii papers box 15 f28 RLDS library archives

landersflanders the mormonscormons who did not go west

171
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171
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As a young boy of only six years joseph III111ili saw his father

taken from the family and placed under arrest by the missouri
1 7z

state militia to be shot by a firing squad the next day after

that harrowing experience and the imprisonment of his father in

the liberty jail for several months joseph III111ili was allowed to

visit his father twice in the jail it was on one of these visits

that according to some joseph was blessed by his father to be his
174successor meanwhile the mormonscormons made their exodus from

missouri to illinois the smith family left with them in february

1839 in the company of stephen markam emma and the children

found shelter in the home of judge cleveland of quincy illinois

as they waited hopefully for the return of joseph

the prophet escaped from his captors in april and on the

22nd was reunited with his family shortly after his reunion

the family moved to commerce illinois and purchased the home of
1 78

hugh white commerce renamed nauvoo was to be the next
179gathering place of the saints joseph III111ili vividly remembered

1josephljosephajoseph smith history of the church 31931953193
174

195

lyman wight letterbookLetter julybook 1855 RLDS library
archives ppap 212621

baily
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emma hale p 42

176ibid p 44

177ibid p 45

1 70journal of history III111ili lamoni iowa herald house
april 1910 p 132

robert D hutchins william E marks A man

forgotten an unpublished paper BYU december 1975 p 12
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the hardships of those first few years in nauvoo as swamp fever
1 80struck down several of the saints

As the community grew joseph III111ili became involved in the
181boys corps an appendage of the nauvoo legion the spirit of

militarism flourished in nauvoo as the prophet sought to solidify
1 82his political kingdom and guarantee its survival young joseph

thought that a military spirit was wrong for the church as it took
j 07

possession of the people 11 other than this joseph 111IIIlii seemed

to pursue the normal course of most boys his age along with his

brothers and other mormon children joseph received private

tutorship from several mormon educators he seemed to have a great

many friends with whom he shared a rich sense of humor

one of the most significant aspects of joseph illsIIIsliisllis early

life was his association with and increasing dislike for brigham

young As a precaution against harm to the families of general

authorities in nauvoo brigham young ordered guards to watch the
184

residences of the smith family these guards would not allow

any strangers to enter the household without being carefully

scrutinized the smith family viewed this as oppressive part of

brigham youngs attempt by surveillance to topreventprevent any anti mormon

activity being initiated

journal of history 111IIIlii april 1910 p 133

181
donna hill joseph smith p 284

hill the role of christian primitivism p 233

journal of history III111ili april 1910 p 133

ibid p 338 also joseph III111ili memoirs p 87
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out of rents due her

by this time emma had decided to divorce herself completely

from all association with any of the mormon splinter groups her

decision to do so seems to have been determined by her inability to

assume a significant role in church leadership and by her desire

to stay in illinois and gain acceptance among her non mormon

neighbors following the death of joseph smith emma had obtained
187an appointment as administrixadminis oftrix his estate the prophet was

considerably in debt when he died and to complicate matters it
was extremely difficult to separate his personal property from the

property of the church over which he had presided as trustee in
188trust the legal complications which ensued prevented emma

from obtaining clear title to many thousands of dollars worth of

1 81
ballybaily emma hale

ppap 735782735 782

52

in 1846 as the anti mormon mobs became more violent in

their efforts to oust the mormonscormons from nauvoo and emma smith

became increasingly alienated from brigham young she took her

family and followed william marks to fulton city illinois where
1 OC

emmas relatives lived while away she leased the mansion house

to a mr van tuyl one of the new citizens of nauvoo and unknown

to emma an anti mormon spy upon the exodus of the main body of

mormonscormonsMor emmamons returned to nauvoo only to be cheated by van tuyl

p 146

1 aftafta
joseph III111liilil memoirsmemolrs ppap 919391

1

93

87dallin H oaks and joseph F bentley joseph smith and
legal process in the wake of the steamboat nauvoo brigham
young law review vol 1976 p 769
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property this major financial setback along with the burden of

raising five orphaned children and supplying them with their needs

made these years ones of hardship for emma during this time

emma was courted by two gentlemen james mulholland and major
1 OQ

lewis crum bidamon who wished to marry her the major a

diest who often stated I1 believe in one god who has neither
190partners nor clerks was a widower who had buried his wife and

only son in canton illinois and had come to nauvoo to make his
191fortune buying land and homes from the exiled mormonscormonsMor aftermons

1 qaq7
a brief courtship emma married major bidamon on 27 december 1847

joseph was fifteen at the time of his mothers second

marriage and stated that the coming of major bidamon to the family

circle necessitated changes for all concerned

he was a man of strong likes and dislikes passionate
easily moved to anger but withal ordinarily affable in
manner decidedly hospitable and generous in disposition
he made friends easily but unfortunately for him lost
them quite as easily his love for intoxicating liquors
and his lack of religious convictions were the two most
serious drawbacks to the happiness of our home and tended to
colormateriallycolor thematerially aftereventsafter ofevents our lives 1

not long after their marriage the major convinced emma to invest

1000 of her money to reopen the brick store which had once

1 OQ
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mcgavin p 236 the passage reads joseph her emmasEm

oldest
marsmals

son is a very strong spiritual medium and claims that he
throughroughtth writing by placing his hands with pencil on paper can
converse with his father

54

194belonged to the prophet lacking the charisma of the prophet

and the mormon clientele which had supported the business located

in the river bottoms the enterprise failed despite the fact that

young joseph worked some of the time at the store trying to revive
195his fathers business As joseph reached adulthood he and his

brother frederick turned to farming but failed to make it pay

religiously young joseph embraced spiritualism for a time
1 QT

a movement which had attracted some mormonsmbrmonscormons before this

during this same period a splinter group located in wisconsin

contacted him as a possible successor to his father this group

which called themselves the new organization had at first
followed james J strang and william smith but left them in

opposition to strangs and smiths experimenting with plural

marriage

one of the leaders of the new organization was jason W

briggs who had up to the time of his first revelation november 1851

198been an apostle in william smiths church briggs revelation

194 ibid p 97

1 Q

ibid p 979897

joseph

98

111IIIililii to mrymarykrymarx B smith 4 december 1876 joseph
smith 111IIIlillii letterbookLetter 1book RLDS library archives p 39

I1 QT
the journal of enoch tripp

also joseph 111IIIlii to LO littlefield
14 august 1883 joseph smith 111IIIililii letterbookLetter 4book RLDS library
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affirmed that the law of lineage by which the holy priesthood is

transmitted in all generations was a true and correct

principle that should be incorporated into their organization 1

the revelation continued in mine own due time I1 will call upon

the seed of joseph and he shall be one mighty and strong and he

shall preside over the high priesthood of my church thus leaving

it open for joseph III111ili to accept the leadership

the organization numbered about thirty members at this time

these men claimed that they were not actually starting a new

church but were only acting as members and officers of the

original church regulating and setting in order the church

201according to the law as they understood it however they

acknowledged that they were unacquainted with the order of the

priesthood and were only hopeful that they were doing the right

thing 202

these dissenters felt that many of joseph smiths esoteric

doctrines should be rejected by the church plural marriage the

council of fifty and temple enodwments were among those items

rejected by these dissenters as speculative the leaders

considered smith to have been a fallen prophet whose ventures into

militarism politics and especially plural marriage had worked

a rejection upon the church by the lord to restore the church to
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its proper position as the true church of christ it was necessary

to reorganize the quorumsquorums11 in order to allow the church to

function with heavenly authority nonetheless they received as

full members those who had been baptized or ordained before the

death of the prophet with few exceptions

in 1853 william walker an elder in the utah church

visited joseph 111IIIililii concerning his future role in that organiza
203tion joseph was well enough aware of the more controversial

aspects of the mormon doctrine especially plural marriage as he

was in constant correspondence with several of his utah relatives
A

who had followed brigham young to the great basin but he made

no final decision with regard to the utah mormonscormons until this

time when he received a revelation which informed him to reject
205the utah church as sinful from this time on he determined

70ato oppose the spread of plural marriage and therefore rejected

walkers offer from the utah church

by 1855 joseph who had been unsuccessful in his pursuit

of an agricultural vocation as well as that of a businessman

joseph III111iliill to LO littlefield 14 august 1883 joseph
smith 111IIIililii letterbookLetter 4book RLDS library archives ppap 111811

george

18

A smith to joseph III111 13 march 1849 RLDS

library archives george A smith and john A smith to joseph 111IIIlii
24 june 1854 RLDS archives

205
joseph III111ili to LO littlefield 14 august 1883 joseph

smith III111ili letterbookLetter 4book RLDS library archives joseph III111ili to john
henry smith 20 january 1886 george albert smith collection
university of utah library special collections

also joseph 111IIIlii to john smith 28 december 1876
joseph smith 111IIIlii letterbookLetter labook RLDS library archives ppap 111711 17
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determined to pursue a course of study in the field of law on

15 june joseph wrote his mother from canton where he was staying

with major bidamons brother I1 am studying hard as I1 can and

will try hard to acquire the mysteries of the law 207 while

a resident of canton joseph served the citypitygity as deputy postmaster
208and clerk of the city council his period of study was of short

duration by todays standards less than six months there is

reason to believe that his mother strongly discouraged his pursuit

of law as a vocation which may have caused him to return to
209nauvoo in late 1855 with his training incomplete joseph

respected his mother and felt a fierce loyalty to her throughout

his life his mother was to exert this extraordinary influence in

josephs major decision making

in the meantime the embrionicembryonicembr reorganizationionic movement by

means of new revelations through jason briggs and henry H deam

210910plapiacontinued to develop revelations given through deam gave them

the necessary authority to choose seven members of the quorum of

twelve twenty members of the seventies and a high council along

207joseph 111IIIlillii to emma bidamon emma smith bidamon papers
15 june 1855 RLDS library

also joseph 111IIIililii to frederic G walther 23
december 1879 joseph smith 111IIIililii letterbookLetter 2book RLDS library
archives ppap 425426425

emma

426

bidamon to joseph III111ill 11 october 1866 emma smith
bidamon papers RLDS library archives tr1 know very well if your
father had been a little acquainted with the laws of the country he
might have avoided a great deal of trouble and yet I1 have a horror
of one of my children being entirely dependent upon being a lawyer
for a living n
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211with several other officers A president pro tempore of the

church was to serve until joseph III111ili realized his responsibilities

and came forward to claim the position 212

by late 1855 joseph 111IIIill had begun to question the merits

of spiritualism which he had previously considered of divine origin

he wrote to emma knight a young lady whom he was courting I1

feel it is not a part of the divine plan to allow such spirits to

communicate with mortals and I1 can scarcely see how we can have

real tangible intercourse with departed spirits joseph was

concerned about his friends faith in such doctrine but after

raising the question of the validity of spiritualism he reassured

her I1 have said this much not with any intention of endeavoring
213to weaken your belief in regard to the matter

that next spring joseph moved back to nauvoo to live in

his mothers home here he met an eminaemma griswold whom he promptly

decided to marry later that spring he proposed to her

letting her know that it was possible he might yet assume a role
1 A

of leadership in the reorganized church he wrote to her

pli911 for a biography of henry harrison deam see journal of
history XVIII independence missouri july 1924 ppap 331345331

212blair212bllit212
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moderatebiairBlair mormonism p 216
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should I1 ever feel it to be my duty to join the
mormon church or should I1 be called of god as we conceded
was possible I1 was to be at full liberty to do so she to
abide with me 2

he further reassured her that if he did unite with the movement

he would have nothing to do with plural marriage as I1 regarded the
91 ftdoctrine as utterly false and repulsive she accepted his

proposal after a time and they were married on 22 october 1856

21 Qdespite some opposition from her mother

it was about this time I11 november 1856 that joseph

received a visit from two of his utah mormon relatives who were on

220990290270a mission for the church one cousin george A smith as a

delegate from utah to ask for the admission of this territory
221utah into the union as a state the other his fathers brother

inlawin erastuslaw snow who came to visit with emma bidamon and her
222children the topics of discussion were for the most part

general in nature except for some pointed questions by snow to

joseph about the book of mormon and the divine mission of his

father 223

ibid p 4

joseph 111IIIili memoirs p 107
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the meeting was cordial and these men stayed at the

mansion house and visited other nauvoo sites however both utah

visitors concluded that joseph at that time did not believe in

the divine mission of his father nor in the book of mormon 224

the relationship between george A and joseph would remain

friendly thoughoutthroughoutthough theirout lifetimes but would at times be strained

by disagreement regarding the involvement of the prophet in

controversial mormon doctrine and practice

meanwhile joseph and his new bride resided for a time at

a farm just outside nauvoo where he and his brother frederick
225had earlier worked while at this location two elders from the

7
reorganized church paid them a visit edmund C briggs and

samuel H gurley came to convince joseph that he must come forward

to take his place at the head of the reorganization they delivered

to him a message from the reorganization which read in part

our faith is not unknown to you neither our hope in
the regatheringgatheringpregatheringre of the pure in heart enthralled in darkness
together with the means to the accomplishment of the same
viz that the seed of him to whom the work was first
committed should stand forth and bear the responsibility
as well as wear the crown of a wise master builder to

close up the breach and to combine in one a host who
though in captivity and sorely tired still refuse to
strengthen the hands of usurpersusurp Asers that seed to whom

pertains this right and heaven appointed duty you can not
be unmindful nor indifferent and the holy spirit that
searchethsear thecheth deep things of god hath signified to us that
the time has come for through fasting and prayer hath the
answer from god come unto us saying communicate with my

servant joseph smith son of joseph the prophet arise call

ibidbid
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upon god and be strong for a deliverer art thou to the
latter day saints for this have our prayers
been offered up without ceasing for the last five years
we are assured that the same spirit that has testified to us
has signified the same things to you 227

joseph listened to their pleas but told them he could not

accept their message as they had hoped 228 edmund C briggs

became vehement in his insistence that joseph heed the message

telling him that if he did not accept it would be at his own

229peril joseph reacted strongly and almost turned these

messengers out of doors but the calmer efforts of samuel gurley

and josephs wife helped bring about a reconciliation and they

remained for the night with the understanding that after they met

emma bidamon and the major in the morning joseph would give them a

final answer

the next day joseph gave them his answer which he recalled

as follows

what they came to bring might be the word of the
lord I1 could not say that it was not I1 had however no
testimony that it was that I1 was prepared to do what god
required of me if he would make it known to me what it was
that I1 believed that he could reveal himself if he would
that I1 believed my father was called of god to do a work and
that I1 was satisfied that that work was true whether I1
ever had anything to do with it or not that I1 did not then
know whether I1 should even be called to take any part in that
work but that if I1 were I1 was ready and that it would

227997edward W tullidge life of joseph the prophet
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have to be made clear to me in person as well as to others
what that work was that I1 could not move upon the evidence
given to others only that they might be assured that I1
should not go to salt lake to affiliate with them there and
finally that if it should be made clear to me that it was my

duty to cast the fortunes of my life and my labor with the
work and the people that they were representing I1 should without
hesitation do it but that I1 could not then do so 2

briggs and gurley were satisfied with his sincerity and

gurley decided to return to wisconsin with the news while briggs

opted to remain in nauvoo hiring himself out to joseph on the
9

farm where he worked for joseph for about one year

the farm failed after disastrous crop failures in 1856

and 1857 233 frederick smith married in 1856 and replaced joseph

as the resident of the farm after which joseph emma and their

daughter emma josepha moved into the mansion house during the

winter of 185718581857 2341858 on 12 december 1857 joseph received a

visit from another salt lake mormon horace S eldredge who

related in his journal that joseph seemed friendly but quite

reserved 23 having already decided that he would not unite with

the utah church joseph was perhaps wary of eldredges motives for

the visit
in the spring of 1858 joseph moved from his mothers home

to the old homestead and in that same spring was chosen one of the
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justices of the peace for nauvoo township thereby being able to

benefit from his limited legal training 236 financially however

joseph was barely able to survive he had to hire out as a laborer

to supplement his income as justice of the peace 23

in january a new little daughter put further strains upon

2josephs limited budget joseph felt considerable concern for

his future both financially and otherwise and was unsure of his

lifes calling he was constantly haunted by recollections of

his fathers mission and the role that he should assume within that
239movement joseph engaged in considerable soul searching and

prayer in an effort to determine what he should do 24

As his economic future continued to hold little if any

promise joseph became more inclined to feel that perhaps his

lifes calling did indeed lie with the church and not in any other

field it was during the fall of 1859 that the first of many

heart rendering tragedies occurred the illness and death of his
241

second daughter eva on 30 september 1859 left him disconsolate

he wrote in his journal on september 30

horace S eldredge journal 185718581857 121858 december 1857
LDS church archives np
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at home all day
evening little eva dying
oh how sorrowful
9 oclockclock eva dead 242

this sad event coupled with growing economic insecurity moved

joseph to more careful consideration of the reorganizations

offer by christmas 1859 he met the apostles of the

reorganization and then determined to write their leaders

mr william marks sir I1 am soon going to take my fathers
place at the head of the mormon church and I1 wish that you
and some others those you may consider the most trust-
worthy the nearest to you to come and see me that is
if you can and will I1 am somewhat undecided as to the
best course for me to pursue and if your views are upon
a comparison in unison with mine and we can agree as to
the best course I1 would be pleased to have your cooperation
I1 would rather you would come previous to your conference
in april at amboy I1 do not wish to attend the conference
but would like to know if they as a body would endorse my

opinions you will say nothing of this to any but those
who may wish to accompany you here 2

in reply william marks israel rogers and WW blair came

to nauvoo to meet with joseph III111ili in person and discuss the situa
245tion marks then told joseph

we have had enough of man made prophets and we dont
want any more of that sort if god has called you we

want to know it if he has the church is ready to sustain
you if not we want nothing to do with you 24

after a pleasant exchange between all the parties involved it
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was discovered that there was little or no difference of senti
247ment 11 it was then determined that josephJosep and his mother would

attend the reorganized conference which was to be held at amboy

illinois over the 6thath of april weekend 248 emma bidamon was pleased

with his decision and offered her support in the hopes that the

smith family would regain its prominence within the mormon move

249ment josephs wife was a nonbelievernon butbeliever as such did not
250object to his decision as per their agreement

joseph and his mother left nauvoo on 4 april 1860 and

journeyed by boat and train to amboy where they arrived on the
nevening of the 5thath in the early afternoon of the 6thath zenus

gurley sr stepped forward and said 1 present to you my

252brethren joseph smith there were about one hundred and fifty

people assembled in the mechanics hall anxiously awaiting the
253address of their long awaited leader joseph stepped forward

and in an emotionally charged atmosphere and tearfully delivered a

247
WW blair journal 2 19 march 1860 RLDS library

archives np
248ibid2481bid2482481
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I1 came not here of myself but by the influence
of the spirit for some time past I1 have received man-
ifestations pointing to the position I1 am about to assume

I1 wish to say that I1 have come here not to be dictated
by any men or set of men I1 have come in obedience to a
power not of my own and shall be dictated by the power that
sent me I1 did not wish to trifle with the faith of
the people I1 do not propose to assume this position in
order to amass wealth out of it neither have I1 sought it
as a profit there is but one principle taught by the leaders
of any faction of this people that I1 hold in utter abhorrence
that is a principle taught by brigham young and those believing
in him I1 have been told that my father taught such doctrines
I1 have never believed it and never can believe it if such
things were done then I1 believe they never were of divine
authority I1 believe my father was a good man and a good
man never could have promulgated such doctrines

I1 believe that we owe duties to our country
and society and are amenable to the laws of the land and have
always considered it my duty to act upon this principle
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discourse which outlined the position he would take on issues

dividing his group from the utah mormonscormonsMor 254mons

should
you take me as a leader I1 propose that all should be dealt
by in mercy

this and a motion to receive emma bidamon

widow of the prophet joseph smith as a member was passed

257unanimously joseph was then ordained president of the church

and president of the highhigghhaggh priesthood by zenus gurley samuel

ibid
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0

if the same spirit which prompts my coming prompts also my

acception I1 am with you 255

at the conclusion of this deeply moving address isaac sheen

forwarded a motion that brother joseph smith be chosen prophet

seer and revelator of the church of jesus christ and the successor
7 f

of his father
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powers WW blair and william marks 258 zenus gurley then said

to him brother joseph I1 present this church to you in the name

of jesus christ 259 smith replied may god grant in his

infinite mercy that I1 may never do anything to forfeit the high

trust confided in me I1 pray that he may grant us power to recall

the scattered ones of israel and I1 ask your prayers 260

WW blair journal 2 6 april 1860 RLDS library
archives np history of the reorganized church 3251

the ordination of joseph 111IIIlii by these men has long been
attacked theologicallyandtheologically and emotionally by the utah mormon church
joseph was aware of this of course and in several publications
attempted to explain his position by declaring that holders of a
lesser priesthood can ordain someone to a higher priesthood by
stating the objector the utah mormonscormonsMor sometimesmons uses the
argument that a stream cannot rise higher than its fountain it
is answered that to locate the fountain of the priesthood in the
man ordaining is a mistake the fountain is god hence
as god is higher than the president of the church the objector
does not prove by this analogy what he seeks to prove

the utah church did not then understand the unique doctrinedoctrines
of rejection which the reorganization promulgated likewise the
reorganization did not understand the utah churchschurche claim that
joseph the prophet gave the priesthood keys or authority to the
twelve apostles which they felt granted them sufficient authority
to denounce any challenger to that authority as a pretender to
the true church

see joseph 111IIIlii to joseph luff 12 12februaryfebruary 1878 joseph smith
III111ili letterbookLetter 1book RLDS library archives p 308

joseph 111IIIlillii to ida yarrington 11 july 1896 joseph smith III111ili
letterbookLetter 7book RLDS library archives ppap 178181178
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CHAPTER IV

JOSEPH SMITH illsIIIsliislils DISSENT HIS APEX OF POWER

after josephs ordination he was immediately faced with a

number of difficult decisions joseph was well aware of a number

of leaders in the movement who openly admitted that his father had

been a polygamist believing that his family name was at stake

and also the reputation and public image of the fledgling

reorganization joseph decided to uphold his fathers innocence

despite opposition from within joseph commented on this decision

some years later
I1 have been ambitious of but one thing so far as human

ambition is concerned and that was to prove by the logic of
conduct that my father was not a bad man when my duty was
made plain and I1 was directed to the reorganization already
begun I1 found its policy in some things I1 thought at fault
notably the admission that my father taught polygamy I1
found no proofs sufficiently alias sic to prove it to me I1
adopted a different theory and was at first much decried for
it it was charged as being the result of pride uiin family name
I1 think however I1 have disproved that statement if not
it will be proved sic by and by

while joseph was deeply concerned with his fathers reputation

he had to be concerned too with the more immediate task at hand

the central gathering place for the church

joseph 111IIIlii to EL kelley 10 july 1883 EL kelley
papers RLDS library archives p 4
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shortly after he took office an attorney from quincy

illinois a man by the name of godfrey learning of josephsjoseph
affiliation with the reorganization contacted him claiming he

could regain title to the missouri lands forfeited and abandoned

by the mormonscormons in the 1830s 262 godfrey aroused josephs interest

by telling him that there were lands to which his mother his
0zbrothers and himself were entitled at the urging of major

bidamon who envisioned easy profits joseph and godfrey entered an

agreement to pursue the possibility of procuring the lands in

question bidamon emma and joseph discussed the possibility of

using these lands for a new location for the gathering of the

saints in an attempt to build yet another holy city the major

set out for jackson county to advance these claims but upon his

arrival learned that there was no valid claim upon the lands by the

family the major without josephs authority traveled to weston

missouri council bluffs iowa and florence nebraska in hopes of

discovering a place where the josephite mormonscormons could settle at

florence he was well received and was promised the cooperation

of the leading businessmen of that community if the josephite

cormonsmormons would settle there upon his return to nauvoo however his

proposal was rejected by both joseph and emma smith bidamon
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they had decided that nauvoo would be the best gathering

place for the reorganization the reasons for this decision

were simple and practical joseph and his mother had lived there

since 1839 all of his fathers sisters sophonia catherine and

lucy lived nearby as did his own brothers frederick alexander

david and his stepsister julia many of the old mormon homes

on the flat were still standing and were available for occupancy

also since the success of the reorganization was not guaranteed

joseph was reluctant to gamble everything on the hopes that this

fledgling movement could provide a liveablelikeablelive incomeable for himself and

his family

the decision to regather in nauvoo was met with mixed

emotions by the old settlers of hancock county there were some

who felt it would be good for the financial welfare of the area if
the mormonscormons would return joseph entered into an agreement with

george edmunds jr of nauvoo not to move from that town for at

least five years it was hoped that a promise of a somewhat

permanent settlement would be viewed favorably by the old
r

citizens it was made clear to these old citizens that the

reorganized church would refrain from politics and would repudiate

plural marriage but the idea of a regatheringgatheringpregatheringre met with outspoken

resistanceresistenceresi fromstence many of the old citizens meetings were held in

carthage montebello and basco where the mormon return was viewed

264history of the reorganized church 3267 also
joseph 111IIIlii to george edmunds jr 1 july 1860 joseph smith III111lillii
papers RLDS
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as menacing inflammatory speeches were made about the dreadful

consequences which would occur each community drafted resolutions

opposing the resettlement and the carthage group sent the minutes

of their meeting to joseph in hopes that it would discourage the

gathering the resolution read as follows

whereas a report is in circulation that the cormonsmormons have
an idea of returning to nauvoo in hancock county illinois
for the purpose of resettling at that place which resettle-
ment in the unanimous opinion of this community would be a
great calamity to the future prospects of said county therefore

resolved by this mass meeting assembled without respect
to political parties that we earnestly protest against the
return of the mormonscormons to nauvoo that they will not be
allowed by the people of hancock county to return and make
such settlement

resolved that the secretary of this meeting be directed to
forward without delay a copy of the proceedings of this meeting
to joseph smith jr and also one copy for each of the new-
spapers in hancock county with request to publish the same 266

similar resolutions were passed by the other communities and even

in nauvoo a major meeting was held with the same result nauvoo

passed an additional resolution which recommended that joseph

go to other parts to preach pray and practice his religion tt267

the carthage republican published a series of articles

against the resettlement and against joseph personally and he was

repeatedly warned that his life was in danger but nothing ever
r f0

occurred to cause him to fear for his physical wellbeingwell Asbeing

the time passed it became clear to the people of hancock county

that josephs church was actually a middlegroundmiddle betweenground mormonism
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and protestantism and as such posed no immediate threat to the

political security of the county cooler heads prevailed and

moderation was urged the carthage gazette edited by thomas sharp

published the following after josephs moderate course was

recognized

the nauvoo independenindependentt says that a petition signed by some
400 persons has been forwarded to joseph junior requesting
him to make nauvoo the headquarters of his reformed church of
LDS some of our old anti mormon citizens are a little
nervous over this matter we are not young jo is a different
man from old jo and dont sic seek to gather all the faith-
ful together that he may use them politically and financially
as the brighamitesBrig dohamites there is nothing objectionable in
young joes church that we have hard of 269

joseph began to preach in and around nauvoo as well as in

the communities and counties adjoining in illinois and iowa he

traveled without fear and made many friends many citizens of

prominence assured him that mob violence would not be tolerated

to any extent many of the citizens of nauvoo and near vicinity

expressed their opinion that the driving out of the mormonscormons had

left a curse upon the county that would not be removed until they

270970should be permitted to return

josephs activities in nauvoo after the turmoil over the

regatheringgatheringpregatheringre had subsided were essentially the same as they had

271
been previous to his ordination josephs main opposition came

from his mother in law who strongly opposed his connection with

mcgavin p 240

270970770tullidge joseph the prophet p 781
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272mormonism in the fall of 1861 he was reelectedre justiceelected of

the peace which both helped to supplement his limited income and

27reflected growing acceptance by his peers

joseph was generally successful in converting members of

his own family into the reorganization david his youngest

brother was baptized on 27 october 1861 at montrose iowa 274

his brother frederick died on 13 april 1862 which caused a major

dilemma for alexander another brotherother who refused to be comforted

97because frederick had died without benefit of baptism it was

only after alexander was promised in a spiritual experience that

special provision would be made for frederick that he consented
77

to join the church alexander was told by testimony of the

spirit 11 that he should grieve not fredericks condition is

pleasant and the time shall come when baptism can be secured to
277him 11 on 25 may 1862 joseph baptized alexander in the

mississippi river and in july alexanders wife was also baptized by

joseph 278

by 1864 the membership of the church in nauvoo was only

seventy five and joseph was becoming discouraged at the lack of
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growth and lack of zeal in seeking new converts 9
A year

previously the press for the saints herald had been relocated

in pianoplano illinois and soon a significant number of reorganitesreorganizes

were gathering to that place 280

by the spring of 1865 the churchechurchs theology was beginning

to take shape in a direction which was decidedly opposite to that

of the utah mormon church the spring conference of 1865 resolved

that the first presidency and the quorum of the twelve
declare to the church that the doctrine of sealing as relat-
ing to marriage for eternity is a heresy and hence not
taught or sanctioned by the law of god 281

at the same conference joseph received a revelation in

answer to the question of whether blacks should be ordained to the

priesthood in his church brigham young had moved by this time

to a restriction of blacks from the priesthood even though joseph

smith had ordained a few black men in the 1830s the answer to

josephs inquiry came as follows

be not hasty in ordaining men of the negro race to offices
in my church for verily I1 say unto you all are not accepta-
ble unto me as servants but every man in his own order and
there are some who are chosen instruments to be ministers
to their own race be ye content I1 the lord have spoken
it 282

joseph began to exert his influence even more during the

fall conference as the conference passed a resolution that joseph
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take over the position of editor of the saints herald 283 in

this way joseph could control the official voice of the church andaridarld

help to create a separate identity in the mind of the public

between the reorganization and the utah mormonscormonsMor hemons believed that

if his church was to grow it would be necessary for it to become

recognizable as separate and apart from the utah church since the

office of the herald was located in pianoplano illinois just a few

miles from the home of william marks josephs only counselor in

the first presidency it became necessary for joseph to move from

nauvoo to pianoplano in that way also he was able to leave behind the

taint of nauvoo with its ghosts of plural marriage political

intrigue and failure

in late 1865 joseph resigned his offices of justice of the

peacebace and school director both positions he had held for over

284984seven and one half years prior to leaving nauvoo joseph

published in the herald an account of the blessing he received

from his father upon which his claim to succession mainly rested

it was the first official mention of that event by the reorganized

church 285

in january 1866 joseph and his family moved to pianoplano

where a home was purchased for his use by the bishop of the church

90 T
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I1 would not say whether this was an angel as the word angel
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israel rogers within two weeks however his wife emma became

homesick and liehelleile sent her and his little boy joseph arthur to

nauvoo to visit his mother in law 287 one week later his little
boy took sick and died joseph rushed to nauvoo to console his

hoo000
wife and share their sorrow the death of their boy led his wife

to reconsider the possibility of baptism previous to this tragedy
289she had been an unbeliever in early 1869 just before her

premature death she was baptized by david smith 290 shortly

afterward joseph married bertha madison a lady who had taken care

of his children during the long and fatal illness of his first
wife this action was taken only after joseph had prayed and

292sought divine guidance concerning his future mate

throughout josephs lifetime he claimed special spiritual

manifestations he said that he had seen visions dreamed dreams

hamQQTbam
seen angels and had revelations to guide me later

questioned about his visitations by angels he said

I1 have seen personages that I1 believe have been angels

p 122

ibidbid p 123
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is sometimes used but it was certainly a messenger and not
a human personages sic such as a living man in the flesh
like you and me 294292

these peculiar manifestations exercised great influence upon joseph

as he struggled to establish an identity for himself and his church

the young church struggled to assume a positive identity

but was forced to assume a negative anti utah identity in order to

attract converts and court social favor this forced the church

at times to assume rigid emotionally charged attitudes on issues

dealing with joseph smiths role in the introduction of controvercontrovert

295sial doctrines joseph III111ili in regard to his father could not

bring himself to ever admit that he was involved in plural marriage

and political imperialism his optimistic view influenced the

church to reconsider the view that his father had been a fallen

prophetro 296phet

joseph 111IIIililii saw plural marriage as a means for gratifica-

tion of illicit sexual desires when visiting salt lake for the

first time in november and december of 1876 he became physically

illlillii when several of his counsincounsie joseph F smiths wives entered
297

the dining area of their home these feelings proved to be

almost an obsession as he sought to absolve his father from any

294joseph 111IIIlii to JM stubbart 19 may 1896 joseph
smith III111ili letterbookLetter 6book RLDS library archives p 462

QQC
the true latter day saints herald vol I1 january 1860

cincinnati sic passim
296

alma blair joseph smith III111ili prophetic son of a
prophet an address given at the 1975 smith family reunion p 11
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responsibility within two decades of his assuming leadership of

the reorganization he had pretty well convinced himself and the

rank and file of the church that his father had never been a

298polygamist

the point was critical to joseph illsIIIsliis way of thinking

he believed his father had to be a good man since the revelation

of 1833 had promised him that the keys of the kingdom would never

be taken from him it then followed that his father would never

be guilty of such a heinous sin as plural marriage if his father

were guilty of the practice of plural marriage then he would indeed

have been a fallen prophet if joseph had been a fallen prophet

then his blessing of his son was not valid without a valid

blessing and ordination joseph III111ili would have no legitimate

authority to lead the reorganized church this fear forced joseph

to ignore weighty evidence that not only had his father introduced

plural marriage to the church but that he had also practiced it
As early as january 1861 william mclellinLellinmcclellinMc a former

apostle in kirtland had written young joseph with regard to his

fathers connection with the doctrine

I1 do not wish to say hard things to you of your father
but joseph if you will only go to your own dear mother she
can tell you that he believed in polygamy and practiced it long
before his violent death that he delivered a revelation
sanctioning regulating and establishing it and that he
finally burned the awful document before her eyes elder
marks stake president in kirtland far west and nauvoo later
counselor to joseph 111IIIililii in the first presidency of the
reorganization from 1863 to 1872 elder marks was a friend and
confidant of emma smiths before and after the death of her
prophet husband can tell you that before its conflageration

298900
alma blair joseph smith III111ili p 11
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it was read in the high council of nauvoo over which he
presided your mother if she feels disposed can give you a
rather black catalogue reaching back as far as your birth
then sir if you are honest before the heavens yourself
never no never proclaim again publicklypub siclickly or privately
that I1 believe my father was a good man whilst the means
to know his real character lies so near you even in the bosom
and memory of your mother I1 write this to you because you are
now in a responsible public position now sir if your father
was a good man11 and you are his legal successor then you
are legally and morally bound to carry out his measures 299

mclellinLellinmcclellinMc wrote another letter in july 1872 which was even

stronger in its insistence that joseph should question his mother

on plural marriage mclellinLellinmcclellinMc said he had visited emma in 1847

and she had made some revealing admissions to him 300500soo

now joseph I1 will relate to you some history and refer
you to your own dear mother for the truth you will probably
remember that I1 visited your mother and family in 1847 and
held a lengthy conversation with her retired in the mansion
house in nauvoo I1 did not ask her to tell but I1 told her
some stories I1 had heard and she told me whether I1 was
properly informed dr FG williams practiced with me in
clay co mono during the latter part of 1838 and he told me

that at your birth your father committed an act with a miss
hill a hired girl emma saw him and spoke to him he
desistedresisteddes butisted mrs smith refused to be satisfied he called

william E mclellinLellinmcclellinMc to joseph III111 10 january 1861
RLDS archives since young joseph was born 6 november 1832

assume mclellinLellinmcclellinMc is referring to the practice being extant in the
year 1832

mclellinLellinmcclellinMc was a member of the original quorum of twelve
apostles of the mormon church which quorum smith restored along
with other new testament offices as his church began its continuing
metamorphasismetamorphosis mclellinLellinmcclellinMc apostatized in 1836 and became a bitter
enemy of smiths and one of the reasons he cited was smiths
continued sexual laxity also see max parkin conflict at
kirtland 11 masters thesis BYU 1966 ppap 127144127 for144 the most
current and exhaustive study of mormon plural marriage practices
before the death of smith see danel bachman A study of the mormon
practice of plural marriage before the death of joseph smith
masters thesis purdue university 1976 passim

william mclellinLellinmcclellinMc to joseph III111ili july 1872 RLDS library
archives passim
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in dr williams 0 cowdery and S rigdon to reconcile emma

but she told them just as the circumstances took place he
found he was caught he confessed humbly and begged forgive-
ness emma and all forgave him she told me this story was
true again I1 told her I1 heard that one night she missed
joseph and fanny alger she went to the barn and saw him and
fanny in the barn together alone she looked through a crack
and saw the transaction she told me this story too was
verily true now I1 would not have told you this had it not
been for one thing you said in your speech at amboy april
6thath 1860 I11 believe my father was a good man and a good man
never could have promulaged such doctrines you
referred to polygamy now let me tell you my dear sir I1
asked your mother particularly upon this point she said one
night after she and joseph had retired for the night he told
her that the doctrine and practice of polygamy was going to
ruin the church he wished her to get up and burn the revelation
she refused to touch it even with tongues sic he rose from
his bed and pulled open the fire with his fingers and put the
revealment in and burned it up but copies of it were extant
so it was preserved you say I1 have never believed it and
never can believe it can you dispute your dear mother she
related this to me and will if you ask her tell you the same
thing it made a powerful impression on my mind at the time
and ive often reflected on it since now sir suppose you
could be convinced that your father not only believed in
polygamy but actually practiced it his individual self then
what would you say and then do about it was he an adulterer
so long ago and still a good man you say I1 believe in
the doctrines of honesty and truth so do 1I but I1 cant
believe your father continued to be a religiously honest man
no sir I1 cant for if I1 should I1 would have to believe your
mother a liar and that would be hard for me to do considering
my acquaintance with her 01

bidibid mclellinLellinmcclellinMc is writing to joseph 111IIIlii after he has
accepted the presidency of the reorganization for the second time
since 1861 mclellinLellinmcclellinMc as stated in footnote 300 above was an
apostate but also a man whom emma smith bidamon the prophets
first wife had a great respect for even though he was excommun-
icated during the kirtland period 1863 see emma bidamon to joseph
smith III111ill 2 february 1866 RLDS library archives p 2 the
two letters of mclellinLellinmcclellinMc do establish that joseph was involved
that others knew of it including emma smith who according to
mclellinLellinmcclellinMc bore the burden with the courage of a martyr joseph III111ili
to whom the letters are addressed is requested to ask his mother
for verification of the facts as cited in the 1861 and 1872 letters
if joseph 111IIIlil ever wrote an answer to either of those letters or
ever asked his mother for verification no record yet uncovered has
revealed the results that either the letters elicited from

301

301
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but joseph waited until his mother was literally on her

deathbed in february 1879 before he finally asked her about

his fathers connection with plural marriage the account of that

interview was not published until some months after her death and

according to joseph emma denied his father had anything to do with

the practice she said she had never seen the revelation on the

subject till long after her husbands death 30

in the meantime joseph placed great reliance upon the

testimony of his uncle william who wrote him

neither your father nor any member of the quorum of the
twelve ever said any thing to me about the plural marriage
revelation either before or since your fathers sic death
up to the time of my seperationseverationSepe sicration from that quorum which
took place in september 1845 up to the time I1 was driven out
of nauvoo by the bloody danitesnitescanitesDa 0

joseph did not altogether trust his uncle yet accepted his testi-
mony on this matter

josephs stand against plural marriage was complicated in

the 1870s by the gradual alienation of his young brother david

he along with another brother alexander served several missions

in utah in an attempt to convert utahnsutahna to the reorganized church

they met with only limited success but much to josephs consterna-

tion david began to entertain grave questions about his fathers

joseph 111IIIililii or what response emma made to mclellinsMcL commentsellins
since mclellinLellinmcclellinMc in both letters tells joseph to ask his mother for
the truth it must be assumed that mclellinLellinmcclellinMc is certain of his facts
and that emma knows and has acknowledged the same to mclellinLellinmcclellinMc

himself
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involvement with the practice of plural marriage david became

involved for a time in the godbeiteGod movementbeite in salt lake and

became an intimate of amasa lyman a former apostle in the utah

mormon church and a relative by marriage 304 david became convinced

that his father had taken plural wives and wrote to a friend

affirming this in july 1872 305

david was a very popular figure within the reorganization

beingbeingabeings a very sensitive and intelligent man and unlike joseph who

stood only 5 8 121211 and weighed 225 ibslbs 306 david more closely

resembled his father standing over six feet tall and weighing

240 ibslbs there307 may have been a move to replace joseph with
308david as president of the church but if so the move was quashed

by davids ordination to the first presidency as his brothers

second counselor on 10 april 1873 30

despite this the strain of his discoveries about his

father alienated david from his mother and brothers davids

discoveries in utah particularly alienated him from his mother to

david hyrum smith to joseph III111ill 19 november 1872
david smith papers RLDS library archives

znc
david hyrum smith to brother sherman 27 july 1872

david smith papers RLDS

notes on joseph III111ili by frederick M smith RLDS

library archives
307

edward stevenson to the deseret semiweeklysemi newsweekly
25 sept 1895 LDS church archives
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never say grace attend you any longer mother the time may
come when I1 overcome circumstances but until then

83

whom he had been extraordinarily close this caused him to write

her saying

it is gone mother that unity which existed between
you and joseph the prophet you were in an extremity
and clara davids wife and I1 were in an extremity

1

david had a history of mental disturbances and the strain of his

discoveries in utah plus the alienation from his family perhaps

triggered the reoccurrence of those problems also after his

return from utah his church responsibilities increased heavily

david became distraught and began to act quite strangely at times

being perfectly normal yet at other times he fancied himself
312pres of the atlantic and pacific railroad and manifested

other bizarre traits on the 19th of december 1876 joseph returned

to pianoplano from a five month tour of utah and other western states

bringing david with him in less than a month on 17 january 1877

joseph committed david to the asylum for the insane at elgrin

illinois this decision to commit david caused joseph much

david hyrum smith to emma bidamon nd buddy youngreen
collection p 2

n 9joseph III111ili to charles derry 24 january 1877 joseph
smith 111IIIililii papers RLDS p 2
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111IIIililii to alfred hard 9 may 1880 joseph smith III111ili
letterbookLetter 3book RLDS

84
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heartache and anguish david remained in that institution
71 f

until his death in 1904 a tragic and forgotten figure

meanwhile in october 1881 joseph and the church removed

to lamoni decatur county iowa within three years two of joseph

and berthas children had died and they were soon to lose two more

at childbirth after these personal setbakcs joseph submerged

himself even more within the labors of his church

by the mid 1880s joseph had eradicated most of mormonism

from the reorganization plurality of gods the book of abraham

and the king follett principles fell by the wayside as those
ZIZ 0I

concepts were repudiated by the church baptism for the dead

temple building and the concept of the gathering were in josephs

words not rejected and are what you may deem laying on the

shelf no longer would he allow the taint of plural marriage

to attach itself to his fathers name although his friend and

counselor WW blair had talked to james whitehead an old nauvoo

mormon who told blair that joseph smith had taught and practiced

plural marriage and that emma had put the hands of the other women

71 t

joseph 111IIIililii to GC tomlinson 3 september 1910 joseph
smith III111ili papers RLDS library archives
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1904 LDS church archives
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into josephs to be his plural wives joseph chose not to consider

such accounts u

after the church had moved its headquarters to lamoni

iowa in 1881 joseph labored very hard in behalf of the anti plural
71marriage legislation then being discussed in washington DC

the zeal of his crusade led him to washington DC in 1883 where

he met with secretary of state frederick T frelinghuysenFreling inhuysen order
322799to promote his own solution to the utah questions the brief

meeting proved to be unsatisfactory as secretary frelinghuysenFreling

stated

huysen

that he could not proceed with the program suggested by

smith 323

during the mid and late 1880s joseph made three trips to

utah in 1885 1888 and 1889 324 unlike his brief visit of 1876

when lieheile had been in ill health and claimed hardly anyone had the

courage to speak to him in public for fear of resprisalres fromprisal the

brethren his second third and fourth visits accorded him the

time and opportunity to pursue converts to his cause these visits
were made at the height of federal campaign to eliminate plural

marriage by the enforcement of the edmundstuckeredmunds acttucker federal
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activities forced a great many of the mormon church leaders to go

underground to avoid arrest and imprisonment

joseph was afforded ample opportunity to talk with several

people in utah many of whom expressed negative feelings about the

practic of plurality when he first arrived in 1885 joseph granted

an interview with the anti mormon newspaper the salt lake tribune

but upon publication joseph protested violently to the publisher

colonel william nelson that the tribunes version of the inter-

view was full of misstatements and misrepresentations 5 joseph

received an apology and a correctioncorrection11 was published he felt

this was not entirely satisfactory but decided to let the

matter rest joseph felt the incident was extremely harmful to

his mission which was to denounce plural marriage and gain converts

to his church 326

it was during the visit of 1885 that a great deal of

controversy arose concerning josephs interviews with the

purported wives oftf his father in 1879 joseph F smithsmithssmithp cousin

to joseph 111IIIililii published affidavits he had been collecting since

1869 which directly contradicted the denial made by emma

bidamon and published in 1879 joseph F smith interviewed

several of the old nauvoo residents some of whom said they had

been married to the prophet joseph smith during his lifetime

32sibid
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josephs

ces

visit of 1888 came during the christmas holidays

at this time he discretely avoided mention of the delicate issues

as federal pressure upon the pluralists had become quite intense

and a disavoweldisavowaldisa ofvowel the doctrine seemed near at hand he spent time

renewing friendships and creating new ones as well as visiting
707

with
0

the leading politicanspoliticianspoliti includingcans the governor this visit
was the most pleasant of the three he had made up to that time

on his next visit in july of 1889 a visit which lasted six months

as joseph traveled widely throughout the west and northwest he

joseph 111IIIlil memoirs p 408

87

after his return to the midwest joseph III111ili published

his own interviews in which he claimed the women who had declared

themselves to be plural wives of the prophet had denied to him

that they had been married to his father if the term married

referred to the sharing of the marital bed joseph III111ili expressed

the opinion that the use of the terms married or sealed in1

those previous interviews with joseph F smith had been a deliberate

attempt to mislead the public the utah mormonscormons now retaliated by

issuing sworn statements and letters by these same women stating

that joseph 111IIIlii had not given a full and accurate account of his

interviews afterwards both churches became adamentadamant about their

positions in spite of all this joseph maintained a friendly

personal relationship with most of his utah cousins and especially

sought the good will of joseph F smith despite their public

328
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expounded his cause and made many new friends with his mormon

ZOQcounterparts 0

other matters which confronted the reorganization in the

1880s were expansion and dissent by the mid 1880s the church had

330just over 18000 members and leaders felt a need to accommodate

the growth of the church through expansion of their hierarchy

As this growth continued dissent arose in the quorum of twelve

jason W briggs president of the twelve had been at odds with

joseph III111lillii since the conference of 1877 when formal charges had

been brought against briggs as follows

denied the preexistencepre ofexistence man and in doing this
has also denied the preexistencepre ofexistence christ as a personal
entity and thereby not only denied the testimony of the
sacred books which god has given for the instruction of faith
to govern his church he has assailed the veracity of the
spirits utterances he has assailed the prophecies and
historical testimony of the bible with a ruthless hand
making or seemingly seeking to make them subjects of contempt
and ridicule instead of subjects of faith and has thereby
written as an enemy rather than as an advocate of the world of
god he has denied the faith of the church and the
testimony of the world of god and he has denied in effect
the reliability of the testimony of gods spirit and sought
to make that testimony appear as of no greater value than the
utterances through modemmodern spiritualists mediums 33

briggs was a student of higher criticism at a time in

the church when hardly anyone was familiar with the term or its
implications briggs had begun to doubt the validity of joseph the

prophets personal revelations to the church and admitted he did

not really consider his own revelation of 1851 which had actually
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begun the reorganization to be from god briggs along with

zenus H gurley jr another apostle agreed on several issues

including whether the prophetic office was indeed necessary for

onest salvation as it was contained nowhere in the new testament

gurley felt that joseph the prophet had perverted the

office and had actually succeeded in making himself god to

the church when they accepted doctrine and covenants 192 en-

joining smiths commandments unconditionally upon his followers n

gurley strongly condemned this action and stated

when the church adopted this they became bound to accept
all subsequent revelations without question so long as joseph
smith retained his office and position in the church thus
we see the doctrine of infallibility set up such a
law makes joseph smiths power in the church omnipotent it
places him instead of god to us if this be law
then in that case our salvation depends upon belief in joseph
smith 334534

this position gurley felt was a fatal error because it gave a

blanket endorsement to the absolute office joseph had created for

himself an office which still persisted in the reorganization

joseph 111IIIili saw the situation differently rather than providing

license to the prophet the standard of the three books bible

z z
joseph fielding smith origin of the reorganized

church the question of succession salt lake city utah deseret
news press 1951 p 29 you know we learnleam by experience I1
would not like to claim it to be a revelation now but it is just
as good as any revelation that was given to joseph smith

7zt0 clateclare D vlahos the challenge to centralized power
zenus H gurley jr and the prophetic office courage A

journal of history thought and action I1 march 1971 venture
foundation lamoni iowa p 143
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book of mormon doctrine and covenants in smiths opinion served

as protection against a narrow binding dogma

the issue for gurley was that the reorganized church

clearly defined its seat of power within the prophetic office

this supremacy of office he felt could only serve to injure the

church as it had done under josephjosephs s father only a restriction
upon the office so as to prevent limitless authority could save

the church he urged that there be a relocation of actual power

and responsibility to other quorums in the church in order to save

the church from demagoguery

the church leaders felt they could not accept gurleys

position because they had made the decisiondecisionin in 1860 to abide by a

prophet when they ordained joseph III111ili the church had been

willing to trust josephs integrity when they seemingly gave him

limitless power as their prophet a faith joseph had never betrayed

gurley was not able to convince enough of the twelve or the church

that the potential for an abuse of power was a relevant issue

also his fear that the reorganizationreorganizations gospel message would

ultimately be prostitutedprostitutes by acceptance of speculative doctrines

and practices was gradually removed as joseph 111IIIililii continually

guided the movement toward mainstream protestantism

by 1880 briggs had talked his way back into the good

graces of the brethren and they resolved that he be now released
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from all disability placed upon him by acts of former
7zo

conferences n some trouble with briggs and gurley continued

however as they both refused to attend conference in 1885

joseph had been extremely sensitive to the right of

dissent and the freedom of expression within the church since he

felt the utah church allowed no such liberties when these

apostles protested against the direction joseph was leading the

church he tried for several years to accommodate them in the hope

of converting them to his point of view joseph sought especially

to pacify briggs and gurley who disagreed with his stand on the

gathering baptism for the dead plurality of gods and other

doctrinal matters which they could not reconcile when briggs

and gurley began to undermine the quorum of the twelve and tear

the church apart joseph felt he had no choice but to refuse

publication of their quarrelsome tirades and pressure them to

conform to his leadership

briggs and gurley were important people in the movement

and had been instrumental in the founding of the reorganization

however they felt they must leave the church rather than endorse

the direction joseph was giving to the movement gurley had

especially protested josephs insistence that his father had not

been involved with plural marriage gurley had written as early

as 1873 that he believed hyrum smith taught the doctrine and

although the proof was not as strong against the prophet he was

770
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convinced that joseph was also guilty gurley insisted that

smiths guilt or innocence concerning plurality was no major issue

however thus it was a waste of time to dwell on it in

letters written afterwards gurley stated he had forgiven smith of
341his connection with plural marriage

pondering the testimony of people like gurley mclellinLellinmcclellinMc

and others over the years joseph may have wavered somewhat in

his resolution for he wrote in 1879

I1 believe that during the later years of my fathers life
there was in discussion among the elders and possibly in
practice a theory like the following that persons who might
believe that there was a sufficient degree of spiritual
affinity between them as married companions to warrant the
desire to perpetuate that union in the world to come and after
the resurrection could go before some high priest whom they
might choose and there making known their desire might be
married for eternity pledging themselves while in the

flesh unto each other for the rights of companionship in the
spirit that this was called spiritual marriage and upon the
supposition that what was sealed by this priesthood before
which this pledge was made on earth was sealed in heaven
the marriage relation then entered into would continue in
eternity that this was not authorized by command of god or
rule of the church but grew out of the constant discussion had
among the elders from this if one why not two or
more and plural marriage or the plurality of wives was the
growth that my father may have been a party to the
first step in this strange development I1 am perhaps prepared
to admit though the evidence connecting him with it is vague
and uncertain but that he was in any otherwise sic respon-
sible for plural marriage plurality of wives or polygamy I1

zenus H gurley jr to the herald 5 december 1873
RLDS
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do not know nor are the evidences so far produced to me
conclusive to force my belief 34

but whatever the implications of these reflections joseph

was unwilling to make further concessions so that by the mid 1880s

the issues between joseph and the briggsgurleybriggs coalitiongurley came to

a head in protest briggs explained the reasons for their aliena-

tion in the herald in 1886

we ZH gurley and myself controvertedcontrovertcontroverter certain doctrines
and dogmas usages and policies of the rejected church as
contained and taught in the book of doctrine and covenants
and which we alleged were not necessarily applicable to or
binding upon the reorganized church for this the herald was
closed against us and the conference promptly placed us
under a bar we then submitted our reasons for withdrawing
which were a disbelief in those things that we had controvertcontrovertedcontroverter
and these reasons constituted our assault upon the doctrine
or faith of the church if we assailed it at all 343

briggs and gurley both left the church and their exit left a void

in the broad scope of reorganized church tradition 34 yet by

the 1880s the reorganization had finally gained its own identity

and in the process had become fairly unified the prevailing

philosophies and theological directions were no longer those of

the early dissenters of mormonism but were the attitudes and

directions decided upon by joseph 111IIIili after his long struggle to

bring respectability and honor to the term mormonmormonnormon and to his

fathers name
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CHAPTER V

WINDING UP SCENE JOSEPH SMITH illsIIIsliisllis LEGACY

during the 1890s joseph III111iliill faced continuing demands for

organizational changes some apostles james W gillen james

caffall joseph luff and alexander hale smith demanded that the

quorum of twelve be granted power equal to that of the first
presidency and this situation might have caused a rift in the power

structure 345 however because of the rapid expansion of the

church membership the first presidency delegated more authority

to that quorum so that the differences were quickly and amicably

346settled n also for the first time in the reorganization the

high council was organized its membership consisted of men

who were already general authorities and its role was secondary

to that of the presiding quorumsqu

new

orums

issues which faced the church in the last decade of

the 19th century involved womens rights social darwinism higher

criticism and baptism for the dead the women of the church

demanded that they be given a more active role within the frame-

work of the church the first major step in that direction was the
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formation of an organization known as the prayer union this
was a group of ladies who met to hold their own prayer meetings

and to discuss church business and activities without having the

priesthood present which they felt inhibited their discussions

the presidency gave its support somewhat grudinglygrudginglygru todingly this organ-

ization in hopes this small gesture would pacify the women the

leaders of the church were not prepared to promote the broader

interests of the women of the church because it seemed to them a

349bit out of place to allow women too many freedoms

social darwinism also elicited a response from the editorial

board of the herald who felt that its position was directly
350TCQteoopposed to the christian ethic As education became more wide-

spread among the members joseph feared that the gospel would be

lost somewhere in the race for the acquisition of wordlygordly wisdom

higher criticism one of the issues in higher education he felt

was yet another tool to discredit the christian message

although he felt the advocates of higher criticism made legitimate

points concerning errors in the bible he observed that in the
352

main they were trying to undermine christs mission

baptism for the dead again became an issue for joseph as

the members questioned the decision to place it on the shelf
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the general conferences of both 1884111884 and 1886 had described baptism

for the dead as a commandment of local character which is binding

on the reorganization only as it may be reiterated or referred to
353as binding by commandment to the reorganization the general

conference of 1892 stated in regard to the practice

whereas inquiry is being made regarding the teaching and
practice of baptism for the dead and whereas we understand
that the observance of said ordinance was prohibited for a
time by command of the spirit resolved that as a quorum
we put ourselves upon record as being ready to promulgate
the doctrine as soon as the lord shallshalshailshai so1 direct us as to
time place and conditions for observance

the conference took no direct action upon this statement which

caused the question to be raised again in early 1893 the herald

of 25 february 1893 commented that until such time as the teaching

of the doctrine is either enjoined or permitted the safest way

for the eldership is to let it alone in public ministrations for
zee

it is at best at present only a matter of speculation iioifo

perhaps the most significant issue that faced the

reorganization during the 1890s was the disposition of the temple

lot in 1831 63 13 acres had been dedicated for the purpose of

building a temple complex in independence missouri in 1848

brigham young as president of the mormon church had authorized

sale of the remaining lands held by the church in independence

which included the temple lot in 1864 the hedrickitesHedric orkites
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church of christ a small dissident faction of mormonism had

purchased part of the original 63 13 acres

the area they had purchased contained the specific place

where the cornerstones for the temple had been laid by joseph

smith in the year 1831 during the 1880s the reorganization had

entered into a series of discussions with the hedrickitesHedric inkites order

to gain possession of this particular parcel of land when these

efforts were rebuffed the reorganization brought suit in the

united states court for the western division of missouri which
TC

action initiated the temple lot suitsutsult 356

the issue at hand was whether the title held by the

hedrickitesHedric waskites indeed legal the reorganization produced a counter

deed known as the part ridge cowdery deed which they affirmed gave

357
them title the case involved much more than just the acquisi-

tion of the land in question it became a 1bhicleijfehicle for joseph III111ili
as he attempted to prove in a court of law that his father was not

the author of plural marriage in the mormon church and that his

church was the legitimate successor to that church founded by the

mormon prophet the case dragged on for nearly three years before
aco7co

a decision was finally reached on 6 february 1894
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the original decision was given in favor of the reorganized

church by judge john F phillips whose wife was a member of that

organization the church of christ immediately filed an appeal of

the decision and on 25 january 1895 the result of that appeal was

359made known judge amos M thayer of the court of appeals reversed

the decision of the lower court ruling that the church of christ held

tfthe only legal title to the land in question the reorganized

church then attempted an appeal in the form of a writ of certiorari

to the supreme court of the united states but the appeal was

denied to this day the reorganization recognizes the original

decision of judge phillips and ignores the appellate decision of

judge thayer

another source of conflict as the church ended the 19th

century was that it was troubled to a small degree with racial

problems the question of what to do with blacks in the church was

a minor issue which was never fully resolved the racial tension

between white and black was maintained despite a revelation in
70

1865 which stated that blacks would hold the priesthood blacks

were proselytized only halfheartedlyhalf andheartedly accepted into the church

with a similar spirit

joseph for a number of years had entertained the idea of

having a church sponsored college by the mid 1890s the dream
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became a reality A site was chosen in 1893 at lamoni iowa

the land was partly purchased while the rest was received by dona-

tion by 12 november 1895 the cornerstone for the administration

building had been laid and the college was opened it was to be

a nonsectariannon universitysectarian which promoted high christian ideals

without forcing any student to accept the restoration message

religion classes were not required as joseph felt it would detract

from the academic freedom of his institution

nonetheless josephsjoseph interest in education seems to have

been rooted in sectarian concerns as the following suggests he

stated he wanted his members

well acquainted with the peculiar and conflicting
positions of various sectarianec religioustariantarlan bodies on the question
of authority the history of their origin their faith and
general claims with the necessity of studying such positions
old and new 5u4

at this time tragedy again struck joseph when his second wife

bertha died after being seriously injured in a horse and buggy

accident in october 1896 joseph was fortunate to find someone

he liked and on 12 january 1898 he was married to the former miss

ada rachel clarkdarknark 366

As josephs family life once again resumed normality he re-

turned to the affairs of the church for the first time since the

organization of the reorganized church the twelve was completely
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filled in the same year 1897 alexander hale smith josephs
younger brother was chosen as presiding patriarch of the church

another office which had not been filled before this move came

only after a great amount of pressure was applied by the rank and

fofile and joseph received a revelation on the matter it was

not however until june 1898 that alexander smith was prepared to

give patriarchal blessings to those who requested them

the membership of the church grew steadily but lack of

sufficient finances prevented the missionary program from reaching

its full potential the reorganization depended upon the offering

plate and limited tithing for their main source of income their

interpretation of tithing differed from that of the utah church in

that instead of demanding ten percent of the gross income they only

required ten percent of what they called increase or funds left

after paying ones necessary expenses this liberal policy left the

church with a chronic lack of funds and prevented the church from

supplying adequate financial support for their full time mission

aries

toward the end of the 1890s josephs health began to fail

him he was growing deaf and blind and these handicaps plus the

growing demands of the office caused him to work more closely with

his oldest son frederick madison smith one of the first
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responsibilities given to frederick M was the question of the

gathering n the largest ratio of members was found in and around

lamoni and others were moving there slowly but steadily an

official statement was issued which neither encouraged nor dis-

couraged gathering but simply stated that since the disappearance

of the frontier perhaps the opportunity for the unique community

building efforts of the past had also disappeared the abandonment

of the gathering he quickly pointed out did not mean the abandonment

of ZIONIC goals but rather a reevaluation of those goals in light

of the changing geographical and political situations

shortly after the beginning of the new century joseph gave

a revelation to the church at the conference of 1902 in which he

designated two new members of the first presidency he named new

apostle richard C evans a fairly young canadian convertandconvertendconver histand
372son frederick M smithtosmithcoSmith theto positions the growing demands

upon the first presidency and the failing health of joseph caused

more and more of the workload to fall on these new officers

As frederick was being groomed as his fathers successor

it caused some resentment within the quorum of twelve and the church

at large josephs new counselors exercised their authority more so

than any previous members of the first presidency ever had josephs

371ibid37libid371Ibid 5600
372book of doctrinedoctridoctori and covenants of the reorganized church

of jesus christ of latter day saints independence missouri
herald house 1975 section 126 p 325 hereafter cited as
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rule was relegated to mostly minor problems within the church as

his failing health caused more and more restrictions upon his

activity consequently many in the reorganization became fearful

of the danger of a centralization of too much power in the body of

the first presidency the situation was such that joseph issued an

official statement through the herald in which cited the increased

size of the church and the difficulty of administration in so large

an organization as reasons for the increased centralization 7

meanwhile the reed smoot hearings had begun in washington

in 1903 the republican legislature of utah had elected

mormon apostle reed smoot to the united states senate only to find

that a violent reaction was stirred among non mormonscormons who felt his

election to the senate threatened the separation of church and state

the objections to senator smoot took different forms in

addition to the fact that he held ecclesiastical office it was

charged that he was a polygamist the latter charge was easily

refuted however the more serious charge was that he belonged to

a body of church rulers who controlled utahs elections and economy

and that these rulers were secretly continuing to violate the law

by performing or allowing plural marriages it was also asserted

that as a mormon apostle he had taken a secret pledge known as

the mormon oath of vengeance 11 which was disloyal to the united
374statesstate government
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in a reversal of his usual attitudes joseph issued a long

editorial in the herald on 4 november 1903 defending senator smoots

right to office he said in part

we object to the making of any mans religion a cause of
war against him when no overtvert act of outrage against the laws
and usages of the social institutions of the country is
alleged or proved it is a dangerous principle and is a
menace to the rights of citizens of the united states affirmed
by statutes everywhere 75

joseph was supoenaedsubpoenaed by the committee on privileges and elections

to testify in connection with the investigation in february 1906

senator JC burrows of michigan chairman of the committee

had lived in kirtlandkirtlandas as a boy and was acquainted with the differing

philosophies in the two churches burrowsnoburrowsBurrowdurrow doubt felt josephs

testimony could be beneficial when the differences between the two

churches were aired and the radicalism of the utah church made clear

after josephs arrival in washington senator burrows came to his

hotel to explain to joseph the claims of the protestants and

gave a succinct review of what he had learned and what he deemed

important points in the case after this interview which

suprisedsurprisedsupri josephsed because of senator burrows clear comprehensive

knowledge of the history and fact concerningconcerning11 the reorganized

church he was told he would be admitted to the committee rooms

377
but may or may not be called to the witness stand As it turnedfumed

out he was not required to testify before the committee because the
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officials deemed it unnecessary to raise such side issues as would

probably have developed had the reorganized church been introduced
z70into the controversy 1

senator smoot in reply to the charges against him emphasized

the legality of his election and said he could be unseated only if
lieheile had been convicted of violating the law against plural marriage

or had taken an unpatriotic oath none of these charges were ever

proven and senator smoot was finally allowed to take his seat in

the senate and went on to serve a distinguished thirty year career
379

becoming a highly respected member of that body

in 1905 joseph made his last trip to utah frederick M

was at that time there on a mission for his church and joseph stayed

several weeks with his son while he preached and visited with his

many friends and relatives while there joseph and frederick M were

courted by the anti mormon politicanspoliticianspoliti ofcans the day in an effort to

recruit them for political reasons in the hopes they would prove
tuftqf

advantageous to their anti mormon crusade

this group of politicanspoliticianspoliti wascans led by frank J cannon a

polygamous son of george Q cannon who had left the utah church

over political issues and formed a new political party frank

cannon especially disliked president joseph F smith of the utah

church and sought to overcome the powerful church interests dominant

in the city joseph met with him and former senator thomas J
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keamskearns and enjoyed a long and interesting conversation with them
701

over utah conditions in general u joseph
381

admired cannon because

he had displayed what joseph thought was great courage in denounc-

ing the utah mormon church in no uncertain terms despite this

personal respect for frank cannon joseph refused to become

involved politically with them for he saw them as essentially
382709political opportunists

joseph spent six weeks in utah where he gave several ser-

mons outlining the positions of his church john smith john henry

smith samuel HB smith joseph baily smith sr george albert

smith mary smith julia smith lucy smith and other utahnsutahna spent

considerable time with their cousin well aware that this would be
zo z

perhaps the last opportunity to visit one another joseph in

his memoirs recalled this last visit warmly stating several times

his love and appreciation for his utah relatives

after his return to iowa joseph was seriously ill at

the urging of his friends he moved into a small home in lamoni

and sold his large home on the outskirts of town to the church for
zq4

3000.00300000 after his return from washington and the smoot

hearings in february 1906 joseph decided to remove himself and

his family to independence missouri his failing health and lack
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of mobility were of course major concerns but joseph offered

another set of reasons for the move

in removing to independence I1 did so to get into direct
and closer touch with the bishops office and also to fulfillfulfilfulfill
as I1 believedibelieved a religious duty to become a resident of the
place designated as zion 385

at the conference of 1906 joseph introduced a revelation

which formally designated frederick madison smith to be his

successor as the next president of the church the revelation read

in part

inasmuch as misunderstanding has occurred in regard to
the meaning of a revelation hitherto given through my servant
joseph smith in regard to who should be called to preside in
case my servant should be taken away or fall by transgression
it is now declared that in case of the removal of my servant now
presiding over the church by death or transgression my servant
frederick M smith if he remain faithful and steadfast should
be chosen in accordance with revelations which have been
hitherto given to the church concerning the priesthood
should my servant frederick M smith prove unstable and unfaith-
ful another may be chosen according to the law already
given 386

joseph by giving this revelation was attempting to remove for his

son the burden of having to prove that he was indeed the lawful

successor to his father as he himself had been forced to do

this revelation also contained a reference to a hospitalahospital or

sanitarium to be built in independence 11 a place of refuge and
70 7

help for the sick and afflicted u and a childrens home this

revelation was accepted by the conference and the facilities were

70 C
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built shortly thereafter commenting years later upon that

section of the revelation he said

the directions given in 1906 concerning the establishment
of the sanitarium were clearly presented to me and came as
the result of several years of prayer and consideration as to
how we were to algeplgepan ourselves before the world as advocating
the healing art 300500

by 15 december 1909 the sanitarium was dedicated and totally free
ZOQ

from debt

on 5 january5january 1907 the herald printing and bindery plant in

lamoni burned to the ground over three thousand volumes in the

church library were lost as well as several important and irreplace-

able historical documents there was a question at that time as

to whether the plant should be moved to independence which was

gradually taking lamonis place as the gathering center or to

leave the facility which was lamonis only industry where it was

the citizenry of lamoni was painfully aware of their need for the

herald and after the fire did everything humanly possible to aid

the reconstruction of the plant joseph too believed that it would

be wise for the present to rebuild the herald office there in

lamoni which was completed by november of that same year

by 1908 the issue of divorce had become such a problem

that the reorganization had to take a formalaformalanormal position on the status

of their divorcees there existed within the church a sharp

division of opinion as to whether any divorced person should

joseph 111IIIlil memoirs p 626
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receive the blessings of the church the herald published an

editorial upon the subject written by joseph which in effect

stated that each case must be dealt with in light of its individual

merit and the matter would be left open to the eldership

with the exception of a brief trip to canada and the eastern

states joseph spent most of 1908 at his home in independence

where he attended to his vast correspondence and the dictating of
392his autobiography the next few years passed in the same

manner by 1910 joseph was totally blind and almost totally deaf

his son frederick M was now chairman of the board of trustees

of gracelandgravelandGra collegeceland president of the sanitarium board secretary

of the order of enoch and chairman of the library commissioncommission11 in

addition to being acting president of the church as his fathers
7qa

first counselor by the end of the year 1911 the church had

made the transition from a somewhat loose association of small

and largely independent branches to a highly organized and better
zalzqlzolzot

integrated church institution tr much395 of the burden of admini-

stration during these years fell on the shoulders of frederick at

the conference of 1912 joseph resigned from all his committee
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assignments stating quite frankly that his ill health prevented

him from performing an effective service

by 1914 joseph was aware of the growing need of the church

to provide programs suitable to the youth of the church in order to

keep them interested in the church and also guide them toward

christian living the result of his effort to provide such programs

397was to have the problem referred to committee

josephs editorials in the herald in these years dealt

with world problems such as labor imperialism and by 1914

impending war in europe the herald was becoming a vehicle by

which its readers could study some of the major world issues

through the eyes of the church and gain an insight into how

inspired men perceived the impending situation the church under

josephs leadership had grown from a loose smattering of some

300 members in 1860 to a vibrant dynamic church organization of
398ZQQ

some 70000 members

joseph became ill on thanksgiving day 1914 and after a two

week illness died on 10 december his last few years had seen his

physical powers dwindle away but he had retained his mental vigor
399until the very last this man of tremendous sensitivity and

vigor had lived a goodly and exemplary life in which he had made
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many friends and few enemies while he possessed little of the

glamor and charisma his father had yet he proved himself a man

of great integrity in almost all situation the legacy he left his

church and his family has never been fully understood or appreciated

by either

when joseph first came to the seat of power in the church in

1860 one of the first compromises toward moderation which he initi-
ated was the choice of nauvoo as the gathering place for his church

this gesture informed not only the local citizenry but also the

nation and the world that his brand of mormonism could and would

flourish within the confines of the united states unlike his

father before him joseph felt the safest course to pursue if
mormonism was to survive and have any influence in the gentile

world was one of conciliation with existing religious political

and social values of the day

joseph set about immediately in nauvoo and the surrounding

communities demonstrating that he intended to abandon the political

imperialism of his fathers more militant kingdom of god and

replace it with a more idealistic kingdom which would allow the

free exercise of suffrage without undue demands from the leaders

of the church there was to be no room in his organization for a

council of fifty a political kingdom or prophetic politicking

for he perceived that these were the policies which had initiated

his fathers troubles

his attempt at placating the anti mormonscormons in illinois was

not an easy task as there were several old citizens who remained

from the days of the mormon war who still bore a great deal of



illiliiii
animosity toward anyone and anything connected with mormonism

joseph however through the exercise of considerable patience

and compromise finally convinced them that his brand of mormonism

certainly did not bear any threat to their personal or political

security

from the beginning of his active interest in the

reorganization joseph opposed mormonismsMormoni esotericsms doctrines he

believed for his brand of mormonism to survive it would be

necessary to refurbish the mormon image to gain popular acceptance

and support one way to improve the image was through theological

accommodation initially this came with respect to a rejection

of the doctrine of sealing a doctrine tainted by polygamy which

he had rejected as early as 1853 joseph also repudiated many

of the esoteric rituals associated with the mormon temple which

were thought by his father to be necessary steps in acquiring

exaltation he repudiated the doctrine of plurality of gods and

that man has the potential to become god he accepted the pre-

vailing protestant view that there is only one god although he

may have accepted the utah mormon idea that god has a body

the temple endowment was another esoteric part of mormonism

which was discarded it seemed too closely associated with the

doctrine of plural marriage in surrendering these esoteric

principles joseph 111IIIililii made it easier for non mormonscormons to see the

oseph 111IIIili to brogen J jeramiah 8 september 1877
joseph smith III111ili letterbookLetter 1book RLDS library archives p 222

400
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reorganization as only a slightly deviant religious denomination

with no conspiratorial or menacing attributes baptism for the dead

was the only exception to this rather rapid renunciation of
401esoteric principles several times the rank and file

challenged josephs attempt to disregard the doctrine until he con-

vinced them with the help of briggs and gurley that it had been a

local doctrine of nauvoo and that it would be necessary for the lord

to repeat a similar revelation to the reorganization before the

actual practice could be reinstitutedinstitutedre

joseph furthered the deliniationdelineationdelinia betweention utah mormonism

and the reorganization by emphasizingdeemphasizingde the gathering he felt

with the passing of the frontier the time had long since past when

the unique community building ventures of earlier years could be

successful an attempt to gether at nauvoo had failed dismally

and the prospects of a successful effort elsewhere were at best

minimal

he also emphasizeddeemphasizedde the word of wisdom which had first
been stressed during his fathers lifetime at kirtland ohio

joseph realized that to make special effort to avoid the use of

tea coffee liquor and tobacco only widened the gulf between the

mormonscormons and the gentiles and thus retarded the process of accomm-

odation

by the mid 1880s josephs attention turned to another

phase of his program instead of concentrating his energies upon

blair moderate mormonism u p 222

402joseph III111ili to joseph lampert 22 february 1878 joseph
smith III111ili letterbookLetter 1book RLDS p 316

402
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the remaking of the church from within he turned to attacking the

utah mormonscormons and their continued practice of polygamy he wrote

several letters to the leading legislators of the day including

several presidents of the united states urging the enforcement of

antipolygamyanti lawspolygamy in utah hefieilelle even traveled to washington to

present his program to secretary of state frederick T frelinghuysenFreling

in

huysen

consistently opposing polygamy joseph was able to establish the

idea firmly in the non mormon mind that his church was opposed to

sexual license and fully committed to prevailing marriage

practices in america

through the leadership of joseph 111IIIlii the reorganized church

had made a quite conciousconciluscon effortcious to become a halfwayhalf houseway to

protestantism a moderate mormonscormonsMor stoppingmons place where what was

seen as most valuable in mormonism could be preserved without

alienation from american society as a whole joseph had taken a

few dissident mormonscormons who could not and would not support his

fathers more radical theology and had carved a niche for them

he gave their protest dignity and purpose as he became a respected

leader in the gentile community no longer would anyone who

accepted joseph smith and the book of mormon but rejected the

extreme aspects of mormon doctrine be without a home the

reorganized church and joseph smith 111IIIililii provided this alternative
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ABSTRACT

throughout the history of the mormon movement certain
members or groups of members have exercised free agency in the
form of dissent against the direction which the prophet of that
church chose to lead his movement the form of this dissent varied
but the theme was usually quite consistantconsistentconsi astant demand for moder-
ation for many of these dissenters the extremes of mormon doctrine
seemed to take them out of touch with prevailing american values

joseph smith 111IIIlii a son of the mormon founder proved to
be one of these moderates he ultimately rejected all of his
fathers more radical theology as he created a movement in which
the believers in his fathers divine mission and the book of mormon

could exercise their faith without losing the good will of the
american people
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